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APPROXIMATIVE SHAPE III

―FIXED POINT THEOREMS―

By

Tadashi Watanabe

§0. Introduction.

This paper is a continuation of [45-46]. We introduced approximative shape

in [45], and discussed approximative shape properties of spaces and generalized

ANRs in [46]. In this paper we shall discuss approximative shape properties of

maps and fixed point theorems.

The Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem is a well-known fixed point theorem

formulated in homological or cohomological terms. It was first discovered by

Lefschetz for compact manifolds and then extended by him to manifolds with

boundary. Hopf gave a completly different and simple proof for finitepolyhedra

and then Lefschetz extended it to compact metric ANRs (see Lefschetz [33]).

It was extended to compact metric AANR^s by Granas [22], to compact metric

AANRcs by Clapp [9] and to metric AANRcs by Powers [40].

Borsuk [3, 5] introduced nearly extendable sets, in notation NE-sets, and

nearly extendable maps, in notation NE-maps, between compact metric spaces.

He [4, 6] showed the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem for NE-maps and

Gauthier [19-21] extended it to NE-maps between compact spaces.

Borsuk and Ulam [7] introduced symmetric products. This notion was

generalized as G-product where G is a subgroup of all permutations of co-

ordinates. Maxwell [36] showed a fixed point theorem for maps into G-products

of finite polyhedra. The Maxwell fixed point theorem contains the Lefschetz-

Hopf fixed point theorem as a special case. The Maxwell fixed point theorem

is extended to maps into G-products of compact metric ANRs by Masih [35] and

to maps into G-products of compact metric AANR^s by Vora [42].

In this paper we investigate the following topics. In §1 we introduce NE-

sets and NE-maps between arbitrary spaces. We show that the notions of ap-

approximative movability and NE-sets are equivalent. We show that the notions

of AANRc and NE-sets are equivalent for compact metric spaces, but not for

compact spaces. This gives a negative answer to a question of Gauthier [20].

In §2 we show that products, suspensions and cones preserve NE-maps. In §3-
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we investigate approximative shape properties of hyperspaces. In §4 we show

that G-products induce shape functors. In §5 we introduce Maxwell homomor-

phisms for shapings and investigate their properties. In §6 we show the Max-

well fixed point theorem for NE-maps between compact spaces. It contains the

Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem for NE-maps between compact spaces. Our

proofs depend only on the Maxwell and the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorems

for finitepolyhedra.

We show the fixed point property of cones and hyperspaces of approxima-

tively movable compact spaces. These give partial answers to questions raised

by Rogers [41] and Nadler [39].

We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of ANRs and with

shape theory. Borsuk [1] and Hu [23] are standard textboogs for the theory of

ANRs. Borsuk [2] and Mardesic and Segal [34] are standard textbooks for

shape theory. For undefined notations and terminology see Hu [23] and Mardesic

and Segal [34], which is quoted by MS [34]. We use the same notations and

terminology as in [45-46]. We quote results in [45-46] as follows; for example

(1.3.3) and (II.5.5) denote theorem (3.3)in [45] and theorem (5.5) in [46], re-

spectively.

The author thanks Professor Y. Kodama who encouraged him to develop

this theory, and also Dr. K. Sakai and Dr. A. Koyama. They carefully read

the firstmanuscript [44] and gave valuable advices.

§ 1. Nearly extendable maps.

The notions of nearly extendable maps and nearly extendable sets were in-

troduced by Borsuk [3-6] for compact metric spaces and then by Gauthier [19-

21] for compact spaces. Dugundji [11] introduced the notion of Borsuk pre-

sentations. In this section we show that resolutions and approximative resolu-

tions are better than Borsuk presentations. We discuss these notions for arbitrary

maps and spaces, and we study their properties.

Let &,cU)={(Xa,'Va),Pa'.a,A} and (y, <V)={(yb, <=Vb),qv,h, B} be ap-

proximative inverse systems in TOP. Let f={f, fb:b^B): (X, cU)-^-(iy,<V) be

an approximative system map in TOP.

We say that f is nearly extendable provided that it satisfies the following

condition:

(NE) For each b^B there exists aa>f(b) with the property; for each b'>b

there exists a map h: Xao->Yb> such that (fbPaQ,fw, qv.bh)<st<Vb.

(1.1) Lemma. Let f, f: (DC, "iD-^iQJ,<=V)be ab-broximative system mats and
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f = : f'. If f is nearly extendable, then so is P.

Proof. We put P={f, f'b:b^B}. Without loss of generality we may

assume that f―'.P and show that P satisfies(NE). Take any b^B and then

by (AI3) there exists bx>b such that qblbcVb>stcVbl. By the assumption there

exists Gi>/(6i) satisfying (NE) for f and 6X. Since f satisfies(AM2) and

f―＼P, there exists a2>f{b), fr{b),ax such that

(1) (fbPaz.fw, QbvbfblPaz,f(.bl)Xc^b and

(2) (fbPa2,fCb,,fbPa2,f'W)<CVb.

Take any b2>b and then there exists b3>bu b2. By the choice of ax there exists

a map k: Xai->Yi,3 such that

(3) (/≫1/'a1,/(61),qb3,b1k)<stcvh.

By (3) and the choice of bx

(4) (qbl,hfiuPa* /Cftx),<Jb3,bkpa2,ajX^fi ･

From (1),(2) and (4)

(5) (fbPa2,f'W, gb3,bkpa2,ai)<St(Vb.

(5) means that az and the map qb^Hkpa^Ol: Xa2-^Yb2 satisfy (NE) for f and b.

Hence P is nearly extendable, m

Thus by (1.1) we say that [f] is nearly extendable provided that f is nearly

extendable. Let g={g, gc:c^C) : (<y,ci>)->(2r,W)={(ZC, Wc), rc.,c,C} be an

approximative svstem man.

(1.2) Lemma. // one of [f] and [#] is nearly extendable, then so is [#][/*].

Proof. Let u : C-^C be a 1-refinement function of (3C, CW). Then ＼_g＼＼f＼

= [r(u)(gf)~]. First we assume that [_g~＼is nearly extendable and show that

r{u){gf)is nearly extendable. Take any c^C. By the assumption there exists

bQ>gu(c) satisfying(NE) for g and u{c). By (AM2) there exists ao>fgu(c), f(b0)

such that

(1) (/gu<.c)Pao,fgu(.c)>Qbo,gu(.c->fboPao,f(bo->)<iCVgu(c-)-

Take any Ci>c. By the choice of b0 there exists a map k : Ybo-^ZuU^ such that

(guurfbo.guM, ruicj>uMk)<sVWuU> Since m is a 1-refinement function,

(2) (^u(c),c£u<ic)<fb0,gu(.c)fb0PaQ,/<60)>̂KCcp,ckfb0Pa0,/(60))<Wc .

Bv (1)
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(3) C^uCO.cSuMJ gudciPao.fguM, T'uCc),cgu(.c)<Jb0,gu(.c)fb0Pa0,fib^X^c ･

By (2) and (3) (ruM,cguMfguWpao,fguM, ru(.e0,ekfbopa0.fcb0^)<sfWe.This means

that a0 and the map rulClhClkfbopaotfll,o,:Zao->-ZCl satisfy the required condition.

Then r(u){gf) is nearly extendable and hence so is [flr][f].

Next we assume that [f] is nearly extendable and show that [#][/"] is

nearly extendable. Take any cgC. By the assumption there exists ao>fgu(c)

satisfying (NE) for f and gu{c). Take any cx>c. By (AM2) there exists bo>

guicx),gu(c) such that

(4) (gu(c)<lb0,gu(c)>ru(.c1'),u(.c^gu(.c1->Qb0,guic^^^uCO ･

By the choice of a0 there exists a map k : Xao->YbQ such that (fgUcoPa0,fguco,

Qb0,gu^kXst^guU> Since u is a 1-refmement function, by (AMI) and (2.2)

(5) (^uic^.cguCc-)/gu(.c^Pa0,/gu(c)≫7"uCc),cgu(.c->Qb0,gu(.c^k)<JWc.

&Y (^) (ruW,cguMqH,guU)k,ruUxXcguicOqH,gU(COk)<cWc. Then by this and (5)

(ruMjCgu(.C)fguMPaofguM, rutc^^gutc^qbo.guu^kXstWc. This means that a0 and

the map ru(c1),c1gucc1>?6o,irlKc1)&･ XaQ-^ZCl satisfy the required condition. Then

r(u)(gf) is nearly extendable and hence so is [#][/]. ■

(1.3) Corollary. Let {DC, 1J) be an approximative inverse system. Then the

following statements are equivalent:

(i) lcs.v): (3*, CU)-^(X, <U) is nearly extendable.

(ii)
^4n^

approximative system map f: (3f, IJ)^-^, CV) is nearly extendable

for each approximative inverse system (jy,CV).

(iii) Any approximative system map f: (QJ,^^(DC, 1/) is nearly extendable

for each approximative inverse system (QJ, CV). M

Let /: X-+Y be a map. Let p: X^(DC, HJ),p': X^{3£, <U)fand q : Y-+{*}, <=V),

q': y-K<y, CV)' be approximative AP-resolutions. Let f: (3C, cU)-+(<y,<V) and

f: (X, 1/)'―>(£V,CV)/ be approximative resolutions of / with respect to p, q and

p', q' respectively.

(1.4) Lemma. // f is nearly extendable, then so is f.

(1.4) follows from (1.5.1),(iv) of (1.5.3)and (1.1). ■

Let p={pa: a<=A＼: X-+DC={Xa, pa>,a, A} and q={qb: b^B) : Y-^QJ=

{Yb, qb>,b>B) be AP-resolutions. Let f~{f, fb:b^B) : DC-><y be a system map

and (f, p, q) an AP-resolution of /. We say that (f, p, q) is nearly extendable

provided that it satisfiesthe following condition:

(NE), For each b(BB and for each cV<=Cov(Yb) there exists ao>f(b) with
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the property; for each b'>b there exists a map k: XaQ-+Yb> such that

(fbPao.fWf Qb'.bkX^V.

(1.5) Lemma. Let (f, p, q) and (g, r, s) be AP-resolutions of f. If (f, p, q)

satisfies (NE)i, then so does (g, r, s).

Proof. Put r={rc: ceC}: X-*3l={Re, re-,e,C}, s={sd: d^D}: Y-*S=

{Sd,sd.id,D} and g={g, gd: d^D}. Take any d^D and any (W^C0V{Sd).

Take W^CoviSa) such that sfWl<tW. There exist Wt, <W3^Cov(Sd) such that

<W2 satisfies(R2) for r and <WU and <W3 satisfies(R2) for q and <Wl. Take W4e

£o≫(Sd)such that s/c^4<W2AcF3. By (Rl) there exist b^B and a map /z:Yb-^Sd

such that

(1) (hqb,sd)<WA.

By the assumption there exists ao>f(b) satisfying (NE)i for (/*,p, q), b and

h~icWi. By (Rl) there exist cQ>g(d) and a map i:RCQ->Xao such that (zrCo,/>Bo)

<(hfbpa0,f^)'lcW4- Thus (hfbpao,fib,ireo,hftpfwXW*. Since fbpfW=qbf by

(RM2),

(2) (hUPa^t^ir^hqJXWt.

By (1) (H/, sd/)<W4. Since Stf/=^dr,(<o=^drC0,,(d)rC0 by (RM2),

(3) (hqbf,gdrCOtgi<nrCo)<'WA.

By (2) and (3) (hfbpa(>,fwirC(>,gdrCli,g^rC()<st<Wl<cW2. By the choice of <W2

there exists C!>c0 such that

(4) (hfbpa0,fwirei,eo,garc^gcd^X^i.

We now show that cx is the required index. Take and dx>d. By (Rl)

there exist bi>b and a map /: Ybl-+Sdl such that (;V6l,s^jXSdi.d^. Thus

(sdl,djqbl,SdX^and then by (1) (hqblibqbl,sdvdjqb)<st<Wi<cWz. By the choice

of W3 there exists &2>&i such that

(5) (hqb2,b,sdvdjqt>2,blXW1.

By the choice of a0 there exists a map & : Xao-*Yb2 such that (fbpao,fm, qb2,bk)

KH-'Wl Thus

(6) (hfbpa0.fu>irc1,c0,hqH,bkirCl,c^)<lWl.

By (5) (hqb2,bkirCl,Co>sdvdjqb^blkirCvC^)<cWl. From this, (4) and (6) (gdrCl,gCd^,

Sd1,djqb2,b1kirCliCa)<stW1<W, This means that cx and the map jqb2yblkirCvCo:RCl

->Sd satisfy(NE)i for (g, r, s). Hence (g, r, s) is nearly extendable, m
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By (1.4.9) there exist approximative ANR-resolutions p:X->(3C, <U) q: Y->

(<y,c^) and an approximative resolution f: (3C, 17)->(<y,CV) of / with respect to

p and a such that (f, p, a) is an ANR-resolution of /.

(1.6) Lemma, f satisfies(NE) iff(f, p, q) satisfies(NE)l

In the same way as in (II.1.6) we can easily show (1.6). Thus from (1.4)

(1.6) we have the following:

(1.7) Theorem. Let f: X-+Y be a map. Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) Any/some approximative AP-resolution of f is nearly extendable.

(ii) Any/some AP-resolution of f is nearly extendable. B

Thus we say that a map f:X->Y is a nearly extendable map, in notation

NE-map, provided that it satisfiesone of the conditions in (1.7). A space X is a

nearly extendable set,in notation NE-set, provided that 1X:X->X is an NE-map.

(1.8) Corollary. Let f: X-+Y and g: Y-^Z be maps. If one of maps f ana

g is an NE-map, then so is gf. ■

(1.9) Corollary. Let X be a space. Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) X is an.NK-.set. . .

(ii) Any map f: X-+Y is an NE-map for any space Y.

(iii) Any map f: Y-+X is an NE-map for any space Y. ■

(1.10) Lemma. , A map f:X-+Y is nearly extendable iff so is CT(f):CT(X)

->CT(Y). ,

(1.10) follows from "(1.6.8),(1.6.10),(1.1) and (1.2). ■

(1.11) Lemma. Let (3C, HJ) be an approximative inverse system. Then{2C,HJ)

is AM iff lcx.v): (X, tJ)-*^, HJ) is nearly extendable.

Proof. First we assume that (DC, <U) is AM. Take any ogA By the

assumption there exists ao>a satisfying (AM) for a. Take any a'>a. By the

choice of Go there exists a map r: Xao―>Xa> such that (paoa, Pa',ar)<cUa- Thus

0-xaPa0.a, Pa'.arXstHJa and hence lac.vj is nearly extendable.

Next we assume that l<2e,i/)is nearly extendable. Take any ogA Then

there exists ax>a such that pa＼,acUa>st(lJax.Since Ux,v> is nearly extendable,
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there exists az>at satisfying(NE) for lcx,v) and au Take any a'>a and take

any a3>a', ax. By the choice of a2 there exists a map r: Xa2-+Xaz such that

(lxaiPa2,ai, Pas.afXstHJa^ Thus (pa2,a, Pa^arX^a- This means that a2 and

the map pas,a'r: Xa2->Xa- satisfying (AM) for (DC, £U)and a. Hence (DC, HJ) is

AM. ■

(1.11) implies the following:

(1.12) Theorem. A space X is an NE-set iff X is AM. ■

We now consider Borsuk's approach to NE-maps. Let X and Y be para-

compact M-spaces and let f:X-+Y be a map. By (1.3.17) there exist closed

embeddings hx:X->Mx and hY:Y->MY into AR(PM)s Mx and MY. We say-

that / is nearly extendable with respect to hx and hY provided that there ex-

ists a map F: MX-*MY satisfying the following two conditions:

(NE1) F＼hx{X)=hYfhx＼

(NE2) For each (V<eCoV{My) there exists a neighborhood Uo of hx{X) in

Mx with the following property; for each neighborhood V of hY(Y) in MY there

exists a map g:U0-+V such that {F＼U0, jgX^. Here j:V^MY is the inclu-

sion map.

We say that F realizes the NE-property of / with respect to hx and hY.

(1.13) Lemma. // F realizes the NE-property of f with respect to hx and hY

and F': MX-+MY satisfies(NE1), then F' also realizes the NE-property of f with

respect to hx and hY.

It is not difficultto show (1.13). Thus the choice of maps F:MY-^Mr

satisfying (NE1) is immaterial. Let h'x: X->M'X and hY : Y-+MY be closed em-

beddings into AR(PM)s M'x and M'Y.

(1.14) Lemma. // / is nearly extendable with respect to hx and hY, then f is

nearly extendable with respect to h'x and hy.

By a straightforward argument we can show (1.14). Thus we may say that

/ is a nearly extendable map, in notation NE-map, in the sense of Borsuk pro-

vided that / is nearly extendable with respect to any/some hx and hY.

(1.15) Theorem. Let X and Y be paracompact M-spaces and let f: X-+Y be

a map. Then f is nearly extendable in our sense iff f is nearly extendable in the

sense of Borsuk.

Proof. By (1.3.17)there exist AR(PM)s Mx and MY which contain ^and
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Y as closed subsets, respectively. Then there exists a map F: MX-*MY such

that F＼X=f. By using F and (1.4.10) we have ANR(PM)-resolutions p=

{Paia^A}: X-^Jl<U{X, Mx)={Ua, pa.,a, A}, q={qb:b^B}: Y^JLHJQT, MY)=

{Vb, qVM B) and a resolution f={f, fb:b^B) : JL<V(X, Mx)^Jt<V(Y, MY) of /

with respect to p and q. By (ii)of (1.3.17) we may assume that allUa and Vb

are ANR(PM)-open neighberhoods of hx{X) and hy(Y) in Mx and MY, respec-

show that f satisfies(NE)X. Take any feeB and any cv'^Cov(Vb). By (ii)oi

(1.3.17) there exists fe,>fe such that F6lcF6lcF6. Put cV={V: V^<=V'}＼_j

{MY― Vbl}<=Cov(MY). There exists a neigborhood U of X in Mx satisfying(NE2;

for <=V. By (ii)of (1.3.17) there exists ao>f(b) such that UaoaUft≫r＼U. We

show that a0 is the required index. Take any b'>b and then there exists

b2>b', fexsuch that Vb2czVbir＼Vb>. By the choice of U there exists a map

g: £/-≫Vj2such that

(1) (F|tf,/£)<<V.

Here /: Vb2->MV is the inclusion map.

For each xe£/ao by (1) there exists KtE^V such that F(x), g{x)^K. How-

ever g(x)^VbiCLVbl and FU)gF4 because f/aoCt//(6)CF-1(Vr6). Thus K&W by

the definitionof <=V. Since F{x)=fbpaQ,fm{x) and gU)=(tf&2,&gl^ao)U), this

means that (fbpao,fw, qv.brXW, where r=^62,6'g|t/ao:f/ao->F6.. Thus f

satisfies(NE)j and hence it is nearly extendable in our sense.

Next we assume that f is nearly extendable in our sense and show that f

is nearly extendable in the sense of Borsuk. Take any tV^CoviMy). Since MY

is an ANR(PM)-neigborhood of Y in MY, Vb=Mr for some be 5. By the as-

sumption there exists ao>f(b) satisfying (NE)i for b and CV. Take any neigbor-

hood V of Y in My and then by (ii) of (1.3.17) there exists bx>b such that

VblC.V. By the choice of a0 there exists a map g: Uao-^Vbl such that

(fbPao,nn,qb1.!>g)<cV. Hence (F＼Uao>jg')<cv where g'=kg＼Uaf+V, and

& : Vbl―>V, j: V->MY are the inclusion maps. Hence / is nearly extendable in

the sense of Borsuk. ■

The following gives an answer to a question in Gauthier [20].

(1.15) Theorem. The notions of AANRC(PM) and NE-sets are equivalent for

compact metric spaces, but are not equivalent for compact spaces.

(1.15) follows from (II.2.5),(II.5.10),(II.6.12) and (1.12). ■

Let p-.X-^-DC be a resolution and f:X~*Y a map. We say that / is ap-
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proximatively extendable with respect to p provided that it satisfiesthe follow-

ing:

(AE) For any cV<=Cov(Y) there exist a^A and a map ga : Xa->Y such that

(/, gaPaXW.

(1.16) Lemma. Let p and p' be AP'-resolutionsof X. If f is approximative^

extendable with respect to p, then so is f with respect to p'.

We easily show (1.16). Thus we may say that / is an approximatively ex-

tendable map, in notation AE-map, provided that / is approximatively extendable

with respect to any/some AP-resolution of X.

(1.17) Lemma. Let f : X-+Y and g : F->Z be maps. If one of f and g is an

AE-map, then so is gf. ■

(1.18) Lemma. Let f: X^Y be a map. If f is an AE-map, then CT(f): CT(X)

―>CT(Y) is an AE-map. ■

(1.19)Proposition. If a map f＼X-^Y is an AE-map, then f is an NE-

map. ■

(1.20)Theorem. A space X is IAM ifflx: X^>X is an AE-map.

Proof. Let p: X-*X be an AP-resolution. We assume that X is IAM.

Then p is IAM and then p satisfies(C) by (II.2.14). Thus foreach V^CoviX)

thereexista^A and a map r: Xa->X such that(r/>a,l^-X'U. This means that

lx: X->X is an AE-map.

Next, we assume that 1^ is an AE-map. Then for each V^CoviX) there

exist a^A and a map r:Za―>Z such that(rpa,lxXV. Thus /?satisfies(C)

and then p is IAM by (II.2.14). Hence X is IAM. ■

(1.21) Theorem. Let X be a space. Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) X is an AP.

(ii) ljr: X-+X is an AE-map.

(iii) Any map f: X-^Y is an AE-map for any space Y.

(iv) Any map f: Y-+X is an AE-map for any space Y.

This follows from (II.2.17),(1.17) and (1.20). ■
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§ 2. Products, suspensions and cones.

In this section we shall show that product, suspension and cone preserve

AE- and NE-maps between compact spaces. Some results are proved by Borsuk

[3-6] for maps between compact metric spaces.

In this section all spaces are compact spaces. Let C be a non-empty set.

Let Xc and Yc be non-empty spaces and fc: Xc―>YC maps for c^C. Let X―

3t{Ic:cgC} and Y=x{Yc: ceC} be product spaces. Let f=x{fc: c^C) : X->Y

be the product of the maps/c. Letpc={pca : a^A{c)} : XC^(3C, tU)c={(X^, 11%),

Pca',a,A(c)} and qc={qcb: b^B(c)} : Yc-^(Qj, cv)e={(yi, Wl), gl'.t, B(c)} be ap-

proximative finite polyhedral resolutions of Xc and Yc for each c<bC, respectively.

We may assume that A(c)r＼A(c')=0 and B{c)f＼B(c')= 0 for c, c'^C with

c&c'. Let A―＼J{A{c): ceC} and B=＼J{B{c): c^C} and M={m:m is a non

empty finite subset of C}. Take any m―{clt c2, ■･■,ck}<=M. We say that a

function g: m-^A is a choice function provided that g(Ci)^A(Ci) for c^m. Let

F(A)―{g : meMand g: m-*A is a choice function}. Let g: m-+A and g': m-*A

be choice functions. We say that g'>g provided that m'~Dm and g'{c)>g{c) in

A(c) for cGm. Since all A(c) are cofinite and directed, (F(A), >) forms a

cofmite directed set. Similarly we may define a cofinite directed set (F(B), >).

For each choice function g'.m-^A we define a space Z5> a covering "U^e

^oy(Z^) and a map pg:X-^Xg as follows: To simplify notations sometimes ai

and ci denote at and c*, respectively. Z^=ZgCcl)xX^Cc2)X ･･･ Xlg(cj), cUg=

VAcnX ･･･ X^^^lf/.X ･･■Xt/ft: t/iG^Vo for /=1, 2, - , A?}: and />,((xc))=

(Pcg＼cu(xcl), ■'■,pcg＼ck*>(xck)) for each (*e)eX For ^'>^ we define a map

pB'.a'-X..'-^Xt as follOWS: pg>,g(xcl, Xc2, ･■, Xck, Xe*+i, ･･･, Xe*') = (/>"'Cei>.≪Cei)(*ci),

0≪*<e*>.gcc*>(*e*)) for each (xcl, ･･■,xcy)^Xg-. Here g': m'={cu c2, ･･･,

Ck, ck+i,･■■,ck-}-+A.

It is not difficultby (1.3.13) and (1.7.1) to show that (DC, cU)={(Xg, <Va),

pg',g, F(A)} forms an approximative finitepolyhedral inverse system and p=

{pg :g^F(A)} : X->(DC, HJ) is an approximative finitepolyhedral resolution of X.

In the same way we can construct an approximative finitepolyhedral resolution

q={qh:h<EF(B)}: Y^(QJ, cv)={(Yh, q/A), qh.thtF(B)＼ of Y.

Let fc={f% fcb:b<EB(c)}: (X, V)c-^(<y,cv)c be an approximative resolution

of fc with respect to pc and qc for each ceC. We define a function /: F(B)-*

F(A) and maps fh: Xf(_^―>Yh for h^F(B) as follows: Take any choice func-

tion h'.m-^B. We define a choice function f(h):m->A by f(h)(c)=fc(h(c)) for

cera. We define a map fh: XnM-^Yh by fh(xu x2, ― , ^*)=(/cft1(Co(xi)>･･･,

fhuk^Xk)) for (xu ･･･,xk)^XfCh> It is not difficultto show that f={f, fh' hG
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F(B)} : {X, CU)―K<V,CV) forms an approximative resolution of / with respect to

p and q.

(2.1) Theorem, (i) / is an AE-map iff all fc are AE-maps.

(ii) / is an NE-map iff all fc are NE-maps.

PROOF. We show (ii). In a similar way we can show (i). First we as-

sume that all fc are NE-maps and show that / is an NE-map. Take any Ae

F(B) and put h : m―{cu c2,･■■,ck}-+B. There exists a^A^Ci) with ai>fcih(Ci)

satisfying (NE) for fci and h{ct). We define a choice function g : m-^A by g(Ci)

―ai for i―1, 2,■･■, k, and then g>f(h). We show that g is the required map.

Take any Ii'gF(B) with hr>h and put h': m/={clt c2,■■■, ck, ck+1,■■･,ck'}-+B.

By the choice of at there exist maps rt: X£t-+YcjCci)such that

(1) (tftfcco.Mcori,ffocM, f&coKstcvftcv for ≫= 1, 2, ･･･, k.

We define a map r: Xg-+Yh. by r―j Tt{rt:i=l, 2,■■■k}. Here j: F^(cOxF^(c2}

X ･･･xF^Ccft)->yft' is a natural, inclusion map. Then by (1) we have that

{.Qh'.nr,fhPg.fwXstcVh. Hence f satisfies(NE) and then / is an NE-map.

Next we assume that / is an. NE-map and show that all fc are NE-maps.

Take any cogC and any beB(co). We define a choice function h0: {cQ}-+B by

ho(co)=b. By the .assumption there exists g>f(h0) satisfying (NE) for f and h0.

Put g{co)=ao and then ao>fcO(b). We show that a0 is the required index.

Take any b'^B{c0) with b'>b. We define a choice function /i':{c0}―>5by

hf{cQ)=b'. Since hr>h, by the choice of g there exists a map r: Xg-*Xh'=Yp

such that

(2) ..,･■■ ･■ (fnopg,ftho>,qh>,hr)<stcvho.

We define a map r': X<J{j->F<J§by r'―rj. Here /: XZ%-≫Xg is the inclusion map.

Thus by (2) (fcbop^,fcom, q$,brf)<stcvb. Then fe0 is an NE-map and hence all

fc are NE-maps. ■

By a straightforward argument we can show the following:

(2.2) Lemma. We assume that C is finite. Then X satisfiesthe condition M

iff all Xc satisfy the condition M. ■

(2.3) Corollary, (i) X is an AP iff all Xc are APs.

(ii) X is AM iff all Xc are AM.

(iii) X is an AANRC for COM iff all Xc are AANRe for COM.

(iv) X is an AAR for COM iff all Xc are AAR for COM.

(v) When C is finite,X is an AANR^ for COM iff all Xc are AANR* for

r.mwr
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Proof, (i) and (iii)follow from (II.5.10),(1.21) and (2.1). (ii)follows from

(1.12) and (2.1). (iv) follows from (i),(II.5.12)and the following fact: X has

trivial shape iff all Xc have trivialshape, (v) follows from (II.5.11),(i) and

(2.2). ■

Let / be the unit interval. Cone(X) denotes the quotient space Xxl/Xx {1}

and tx: XxI-^Cone(X) the quotient map. Then any map f:X-+Y induces the

unique map Cone(/): Cone(/)->Cone(Y) satisfying Cone(f)tx=tY(fXlI). Let

Z =Co≫(XxI) and put Z*={tx(st(Xx{l}, Z))}＼J{tX(Z): Z(eZ and Zr＼(Xx{l})

= 0}. Then Z* forms a covering of Cone(X).

Let 3―{U, rjti,N} be an inverse sequence such that U―l and rj,i=lI for

all j^i. Let ri=lj＼ /-≫/*for alli. Then r―{ri＼i^N} : 1-^3 forms an POL-

resolution. By (1.3.8)there are coverings <#＼&C'ov(l'<)such that r :/->(#, W)=

{(Ii,'Wt),Yj,i,N} forms an approximative POL-resolution. Let p={pa' a^A} :

X-^(DC, cU)={(Xa, ^a), Pa',a, A) be an approximative finitepolyhedral resolution

of a space X. Let AxN be the directed product set. We define Xca.o, Pca.o'

XxI-+XCa,t) and /><O'.i'>.ca.≪:Xta'.r>-*Xia.r>for (a',i')>(a, i) as follows: Xla.a

=XaXli} pia.i->=PaXri and pta1.f>.<a.v=Pa'.aXr?,t. It is easy to show that

pXr={p,a,i,:(aJ)^AxN}:XxI-^(3CfcV)X(3>cW)={(Xia,i,,cUaXWi),pu',i^,ca,o>

AxN} forms an approximative polyhedral resolution. Similarly we have an

approximative polyhedral resolution qXr＼YxI->{ciJ,cV)X(g,cW) for an ap-

proximative polyhedral resolution q={qb:b^B} : F―>(<y,cV)={(Yb l<Vb),Qv.b, B}

of a space Y.

Let f={f, fb:b^B} : (DC, cU)->(<y,cv) be an approximative resolution of a

map /: X-+Y with respect to p and q. We put /"Xl/ = {/Xljv, /6Xl7: (ft,0^

BxN). Then fxl7 :(3f, CU)X(#, f)^(^, CV)X(/, W) forms an approximative

resolution of /Xl7 with respect to pXr and qXr.

Maps />Ca,≪:IX/->IaX/i and />ca＼<'>.ca,≪:Xa>xIr-^XaxIi induce maps

/>'<≪.≫:Cone(A')->^ax/i/^≪X{l}=^a,o (=Cone(Za)) and />'(≪..<.).(≪.≫: ^(≪'.i-)

->X(≪,i). Moreover (3f, ^'^{(^a.i), (1/≪XW), />(≪'.i'),(≪.o,^XiV} forms an

approximative inverse system. It is not difficultto show that p'={p[a,≫'-(a> i)

^AxN) : Cone(X)-*(DC, HJ)'is an approximative polyhedral resolution. Similarly

q'={q＼t,.i->'{b,i)^BxN) : Cone(F)^(^, cvy={(r'(6li),(cVbX<Wi)*), q'(b,≫,BxN}

forms an approximative polyhedral resolution. Maps /6Xl7: Xifm,^=XfmXli

-+Yib,i-)= YbXli induce maps f{b,i^:X[fW,^-^Y[b,i> It is not difficultto show

that f'={fxlN, /(6,o, BXN} :(27<U)'->(<y, c^)' forms an approximative resolu-

tion of Cone(/) with respect to p' and q'.

(2.4) Theorem, (i) / is an XE-map iff Cone(f): Cone (^)->Cone (Y) is an

AE-map. ■,
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(ii) / is an NE-map iff Cone (/) is an NE-map.

Proof. We show (ii). In a similar way we can show (i). First we as-

sume that f is an NE-map. We show that f satisfies (NE). Take any (b, ?)e

BxN. Since f satisfies (NE), there exists a>f{b) satisfying (NE) for f and b.

We show that (a, i) is the required index. To do so take any (bf, i')>(b, i).

By the choice of a there exists a map r: Xa->Yb> such that

(1) (fbPa.fib^Qb-.brXstcVt,.

The map rXl7 : Xaxl-+Yv xl induces a map r': X'^^^-Y'wiV> By (1)

(/(6.≫/>(≪.≪.</c≫.<>,q'w,i^,u,≫r')<st({cvbX<Wi)*). This means that f satisfies (NE)

and hence Cone(/) is an NE-map.

Next we assume that Cone(/) is an NE-map. Then f satisfies (NE). We

show that f satisfies (NE). Take any b&B. Put W={[_0, 2/6), (1/6, 3/6), (2/6,

4/6), (3/6, 5/6), (4/6, 1] } =£<,,(/). By (Rl) there exists i(=N such that W>r7lcFi

=Wi. There exists (a, j)>(f(b), i) satisfying (NE) for f and (b, i). We show

that a>f(b) is the required index. To do so take any b'>b. By the choice of

(a,;) there exists a map k : X'ia,^-^Y'W,^ such that (f[b,i)PU,jxuw,i),q{b',i＼u,i)k)

<st((cVbXWi)*). By the choice of i (f'lb.≫P[a.≫.<:fM.ntxa,q＼b-.≫.u.nktXa)<sK(cVt,

X'W)*). Since /',u)^,,-),(/≫),i)^a=^(/j/'a,/(s)Xli), for each x^Xa there ex-

ists yecVj, such that

(2) tyJifbPa.fuM, 0), q[b>.n.ib.vktxa(x, 0)(=tyb(st(V, Wb)X[0, 4/6)).

Thus ktXa(x, 0)&Yb,(Yb, x[0, 4/6)). Since tyb,"＼Yb.x[Q, 4/6): Yv X[0, 4/6)->

tyb,(Yb> X[0, 4/6)) is a homeomorphism, we can define a map k': Xa-^Yb< by

k＼x)=-utY＼-ktxa{%, 0) for igIo. Here m: F6-x/->F6' is the projection. Then

(2) means that fbPa.tuM, qv,bk'{x)(^st(V, c[?b). Hence (fbpa,fw, qb>,bk')<stcvb

and / is an NE-map. H

(2.5)Corollary, (i) X is an AP iffCone(Z) is an AP.

(ii) X is AM iffCone {X) is AM.

(iii)X is an AANRC for COM iffCone(X) is an AAR for COM.

PROOF, (i) follows from (1.21) and (2.4). (ii)follows from (1.12) and (2.4).

(iii)follows from (II.5.10),(II.5.12) and the following fact: Cone(X) is con-

tractibleand hence has the trivialshape. H

S(X) denotes the suspension of X. A map /: X-^-Y induces a map S(f): S(X)

-S(F).

(2.6) Theorem, (i) / is an AE-map iff S(f) is an AE-map.
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(ii) / is an NE-map iff S(f) is an NE-map.

(2.7) Corollary, (i) X is an AP iff S(X) is an AP.

(ii) X is AM iff S(X) is AM.

(2.8) Lemma. // X satisfiesthe condition M, then so does S(X).

(2.9) Corollary, (i) X is an AANRC for COM iff so is S(X).

(in // X is an AANRv for COM, then so is S(X).

In a way similar to the one used in (2.4) and (2.5) we can show (2.6),(2.7)

and (i) of (2.9). By a straightforward argument as used in (2.2) we can show

(2.8). (ii)of (2.9) follows from (II.5.11) and (i) of (2.9). ■

Let Xc be a connected component of X and XZ a connected component of

Xa with pa(Xc)(ZXZ for ogA Put H3i={Ur＼Xi: U^HJ^^Co^XZ). Let

pi: XC-+XZ and pZ>,a: XZ--+XZ be induced maps by pa and pa,ta for a'>a.

Then it is easy to show thatpc={p<: a^A}: XC->(X, <V)e={(XZ, HJZ), Pa-a, A}

forms an approximative finitepolyhedral resolution.

f:X-+Y induces a map fe=f＼Xc: XC-^Y. For each b^B fb: Xfw-+Yb

induces a map fl=fb＼X}m: X}in-+Yb. Since f: (2C, V)-^(y, <=V) is an ap-

poximative resolution of / with p and q, fc={f, f%: b^B}: (3C, *U)e->Cy,°^)is

an approximative resolution of fc with respect to pc and o.

(2.10) Theorem, (i) /: X-*Y is an AE-map iff fc: XC->Y is an AE-map

for each connected component Xc of X.

(ii) / is an NE-rnap iff all fc are NE-maps.

Proof. We show (ii). In a similar way we can show (i). First we as-

sume that / is an NE-map. Take any connected component Xc of X and let

jc: XC->X be the inclusion map. Since fc=fjc, by (1.8) fc is an NE-map.

Next we assume that all fc are NE-maps and show that / is an NE-map.

Take any feefi and any connected component Xc of X. Since fc:(X, <U)c->

(≪/,<=V)satisfies(NE), there exists a(c)>f(b) satisfying (NE) for fc and b.

Since all Xa are finitepolyhedra, all connected components are open and closed.

Then X<iiO is open and closed. Put U'(Xc)=pz＼e>(Xaic>) and then U＼XC) is an

open and closed neighborhood of Xc in X. Put IJ'^iU'iX0): Xc is a connected

component of X}^CoV(X). Since X is compact, there exist finitelymany con-

nected components XG＼ Xc＼ ■･･,Xcn such that X=＼J{U'(Xci): i=l, 2, ･･･,n}.

Put Ut=U'(Xci)-KJ{U'(Xci): j=l, 2, ■■■,i-1] for each i and then
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(1) all Ui are open and closed, UiCxU j―0 for ii^j, and

HJ={Ui:i=l,2,--,n}^Cov(X).

By (1) there exists a canonical map p: X-^NiV) such that

(2) p-＼U)-U for U^HJ and 7V(17)is O-dimensional.

Here iVCU) denotes the nerve of V. Since A^(17)is O-dimensional by (1), then

by (Rl) there exist a>a(cl), ･･･,a(cn) and a map h : Xa^NiHJ) such that

(3) p=hpa.

We define /fj―＼J{T: T is a connected component of Za and Tr＼pa(Ut)i^0}

for each z. Then all Kt are open and closed in Xa such that

(4) pa(X)<zv{Ki:i=l, 2, ･･･,n} and pa(X)r＼Kt±0 for each z.

Claim 1. Kir＼Ki=0 for z^y.

We assume Ktr＼Kj^0 for some zV/. Then there exists a connected com-

ponent T of Xa satisfying Tr＼pa(Ui)^0 and Tr＼pa{U3)^0. Since M^) is

O-dimensional, h(T)^hpa{Ui) and h(T)^hpa(Uj). Since hpa(Ut)=pa(Ut)= {Ut}

and hpa(Uj)={Uj} by (3), fc(T)= {CM = {£/,}and hence /=/. This is a con-

tradiction. Hence we have Claim 1.

Claim 2. pa.a<d>(Ki)c:X£＼e≫ for l^i^n.

Take any y<BKt and then there exists a connected component T such that

jgT and Tr＼pa(.Ui)^0. Thus there exists xGt/i with pa(x)^T. Since

t/iCl7/(Xct)=/>a1(ei)(^actci)), /W)U)eXacic≫. Since T is connected, />a,a(c^),

PaiaM^pa. aico(X)(ZX^＼ci> Thus />a>a(ci)(3')eZ^ci) and hence we have Claim 2.

Put K0=Xa ―＼J}Ki:Q^i^n} and then /To is open and closed. Let JC =

{Ki:0£i^n}eiCov(Xa) and then st(pa(X), JC)=＼J{Kii l^i£n＼. By (B4) there

exists a^>a such that pai,a(Xai)CZst(pa(X), JC). Put Lt=pl＼,a{Ki) for l^z'^n

and then by Claim 1

(5) All Lt are open and closed in Xai and Xai=yj{Li: i=＼, 2, ･■･,n]

and Lir＼Lj=0 for i±j.

We show that a1 is the required index. Take any b'>b. By the choice of

a(ci) there exists a map ,§-Ci:XZ＼ci->->Yb' such that (gb',bgci, fcbiPca<.a＼fw)<stcVb,

i.e..

(6)

By

(7)

Claim 2

＼Qb',bgci> JbPa(.ci),f(.b) I^■a＼cO)<^^tC^b

Pa^aictALJCXtia-) for l<i£n.
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Now we definea map g : Xar>Yv as follows: For each y <eLi g(y)=gCiPav auoiy)-

By (5) and (7) g is well defined and continuous. By (6) (qb-,bg,fbPay.f^Xst^b.

This means that f satisfies(NE) and hence / is an NE-map. ■

For any connected component Xc of X there exists a connected component

Yd of Y such that f(Xc)c:Yd. f induces a map fc-d:Xe^Yd.

(2.11) Corollary, (i) If all fc'd:Xc^Yd are AE-maps, then f is an AE-

map.

(ii) // all fc'd: Xc->Yd are NE-?naps, then f is an NE-map.

Proof. We show (ii).In the same way we can show (i). Since fc-d: Xc

->Yd are NE-maps, f'=j*f°.*:XC-^Y are NE-maps by (1.8). Here jd: Yd-^Y

is the inclusionmap. By (2.10)/ is an NE-map. ■

(2.12) Corollary, (i) // all connected components of X are APs, then so

is X.

(ii) // all connected components of X are AM, then so is X. ■

In general the converse assertions of (2.11) and (2.12) do not hold, because

we have the following example.

(2.13) Example. Let X be a non-movable compact connected metric space.

For example we can choose for X the 2-adic solenoid. Let 2C―{Xi, pjti, N} be

an inverse sequence of finite complexes such that lim DC = X. Put Yt=v {Xk: k

= 1, 2, ･･･,i― 1}, that is, disjoint sum of Xx, ■■･,Z≫_i for each i^N. We define

ri+i,i:Yi+1-*Yi for each i^N as follows: rt+1,t(y)=y for y^Yt and ri+ui(y)=

Pi+ui(y) for y^Xt+1. Put rj.i^rj,^ ■■■ri+ui for /^z. Thus ≪J={YU rjA, N)

forms an inverse sequence of finitepolyhedra. Put F=min Qj and then Y is a

compact metric space. It is easy to show that Y is an approximative polyhedron

and approximatively movable. Then 1Y: Y-+Y is an AE-map and an NE-map.

X is a connected component of Y. We assume that lx: X―>X is an NE-map.

Then X is AM and hence X is movable. This is a contradiction. Hence lx is

not an NE-map and X is not approximatively movable. We see in a similar

way that lx is not an AE-map and X is not an AP. B

§3. Hyperspaces.

In this section we discuss approximative properties of hyperspaces.

In this section all spaces are compact spaces. Let X be a space. We

denote by 2X the set of all non-empty closed subsets of X, by C(X) the set of
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all non-empty connected closed subsets of X, and by X(n), n is a positivein-

teger, the set of all non-empty subsets of X consisting of at most n points.

C(X) and X(n) are subsets of 2X.

For open subsets Ult U2, ■■■,Uk of X we put <JUltU2, ･･･,Uk}={K<=2x:

KdUUUi and KnUt^0 for each 0£i£k). Then {<JUltUit ■■■,Uk}:Uu Utr

･･･,Uk are open subsets of X and k=l, 2, ･･･} forms a base of a topology of 2X.

This topology of 2X is called the finitetopology or the Vietoris topology. 2X

denotes the topological space with the Vietoris topology. We consider C(X)

and X(?i) as subspaces of 2X. These spaces are called hyperspaces of X. X(n)

is the n-th symmetric product of X (see Borsuk-Ulam [7] and Jaworowski [24]).

Concerning hyperspaces see Kuratowski [32], Michael [37] and Nadler [39].

Let HJ^CoV{X) and put <<u>= {<£/,,U2, ･･･,Uk>: Ult ･･･,V'k^°U and k ―

1, 2, ･･･}. Then <i;> forms an open covering of 2X and {('U) : Vg^(I)} forms

a uniformity of 2X by Morita [38]. By the uniqueness of uniformities on com-

pact spaces we have the following:

(3.1) Lemma. The uniformities {<<U> : HJ^CoviX)) and CoV(2x) are equivalent,

that is, for each <W<=CoV(2x) there exists cU^Cov(X) such that W><*U>.

Let Y be a space and /: X->Y a map. Then / induces a map /*: 2X―>2r

as follows: f*(K)=f(K) for each K^2X. Clearly /* induces maps /*: C(Z)->

C(Y) and /*: X(n)-*Y(ri) for each positiveinteger n. The following is an easy

consequence of the definitions:

(3.2) Lemma. Let HJ^Cov{X) and cv<=Cov(Y). If f~lcv><u then /*-!<cv>

X'U), where f* : 1X-+1Y. Similarly thisholds for f* : C(X)-+C(Y) and f* : X(n)

―>F(n),respectively.

Let p={pa- aEiA] : X^(2C, cU)={(Xa, <Ua),pa>,a, A} be an approximative

resolution of X.

(3.3) Lemma. p*={p*: a(EA} :2x^2<3C-v>={(2x"><cUa≫, p*,,a,A},P*: C(X)

->C(3C, <U)={(C(Xa), <<Va>＼C(Xa)), pt'.a, A} and p*: X(n)->(3C, cU)(n)={(Xa(n),

<1/a>l Xa(.n)),pt'.a, A} are approximative resolution of 2X, C(X) and X(n), re-

spectively.

Proof. We show the firstcase. In the same way we can show the others.

(1) 2c3fi'I/)is an approximative inverse system.

We need to show (AI1)-(AI3). Clearly (All) holds and (AI2) follows from
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(3.2) and (AI2) for (3C, V). Take any a^A and any <W(ECov(2Xa). By (3.1)

there exists <U<=CoV(Xa) such that WXHJ}. By (AI3) for (3£,HJ) there exists

a'>a such that paKacU>cUa,. Thus by (3.2)/?*r1aW>/)*r1a≪'U≫><cua,>. Then

we have (AI3) and hence (1).

(2) p*: 2X ―>2X is a resolution.

By (I.3.3) p: X-≫3? is a resolution. Since all spaces are compact, p: X^3C

is an inverse limit by (1.7.1). By Lemma 2 of Kodama-Spiez-Watanabe [31]

p*: 2X―>2X is an inverse limit. Hence by (1.3.13) we have (2).

By (1), (2) and (1.3.3) p*: 2X―>2c:r>V) forms an approximative resolution. H

(3.4) Lemma. Let f, g: X-^Y be maps and cV(ECoV(Y). //(/, g)<<=V, then

(/*, g*)≪cV> for /*, g* : 2jir-^2F. Similarly this holds for /*, £* : C(Z)->C(7)

an<i /*, ^"*: X(n)―>Y(n), respectively.

Proof. Take any K$=2X. Since (/, gX^, for each x^K there exists

y.Gty such that /(x), ^(x)gFx. Thus f(K)Ug(K)(ZU{Vx: xgZ}. Since if

is compact, there exist finitely many points xu x2) ･･･, xk<=X such that f(K)＼J

g(K)dVXlUVx^J-uVXk. Since /(≪*), ^^gF^ for l£i^k, f(K), g{K)^

<VXl, VX2> ･･･, VXk) and hence (/*, g*)≪cV>. Trivially this implies the other

cases. ■

Let q={qb: b^B} : Y^>(QJ, cV)={{Yb, cvb), qb.tb,B} be an approximative re-

solution. Let f―{f, fb:b<BB＼: (36, cU)->(cy, CV) be an approximative resolution

of a map /: X-+Y with respect to p and q. Let f*={f, ff:b^B} : 2(3f''U)->

2cy,cv)
)
f#={/f /6*|C(j?/(H):fteJB} : C(3f, 17)->C(a/, ^) and /"*={/, /jr|Jf/(M(n):

6G5} : (3f, VXn^m, (VXn). Using (3.4) we can easily show the following:

(3.5) Lemma, f*: 2<*-V)->2c^CV) is an approximative resolution of f* : 2x-+2r

u;z7/i res/jec? ^o p* and q*. This holds for f*: C(J£, HJ^Ciy, <=V) and

f*: (3f, VXnWQJ, <V)(n). ■

(3.6) Lemma (Wojdyslawski [47]). Let X be a compact metric connected

space. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) X is locally connected.

(ii) 2xis an AR.

(iii) C(X) is an AR. B

(3.7) Lemma (Ganea [18]). Let X be a finite dimensional compact metric

space. If X is an ANR, then so is X(n) for each positive integer n. ■

(3.8) Theorem, (i) // /: X-+Y is an AE-map, then f*: 2x^2r, /*: C{X)
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-^C{Y) and f*: X(n)―>Y(n) are AE-maps for each positiveinteger n.

(ii) // / is an NE-map, then f* :2X-^2K, /* : C(X)->C(Y) and f* : X(n)^Y(n)

are NE-maps for each positiveinteger n.

Proof. We show (ii). In the same way we can show (i). By (1.3.15) there

exist approximative finite polyhedral resolutions p : X-*(3£, HJ) and q : Y-*(Q}, CV).

By (1.2.1) and (1.3.3) st(q)={qb: b^B} : Y-+st(Qj, <=V) is an approximative resolu-

tion. Then by (3.3) and (3.6) p*:2x->2^-^ and st(q)*: 2Y^2st^-^ are ap-

proximative ANR-resolutions. Let f: (DC, 1/)―>(3/,CV) be an approximative re-

solution of / with respect to p and q, and then so is f with respect to p and

st(q). By (3.5) f*: 2<*. ->2"<^ci;> is an approximative resolution of /* : 2X->2F

with respect to p* and st(q)*.

We show that f*:2<*-<y>->2'{<3C-ei;)satisfies (NE). Take any b(EB. Since

f:(DC, <lO->(≪/,<=V) satisfies (NE), there exists a>f{b) satisfying (NE) for f and

b. Then for each b'>b there exists a map r : Xa-+Yv such that (/&/>a,/c&)i^6',6^)

<s^cV6. Since (ffpt.fm, 9*,s?'*)<<s^c^6> by (3.4), we have the required condi-

tion. Hence /* is an NE-map. B

(3.9) Proposition. // X satisfies the condition M, then so do 2X, C(X) and

X(n).

In a way similar to the one used in Theorem 3 of Kodama-Spiez-Watanabe

[31] we can easily show (3.9). ■

(3.10) Corollary. Let n be a positive integer.

(i) // X is an AP, then so are 2X, C(X) and X(n).

(ii) // X is an AANRC, then so are 2X, C(X) and X(n). If, in addition, X

is connected, then 2X, C{X) and X(n) are AARs.

(iii) // X is an AANR^, then so are 2X, C{X) and X{n).

(iv) // X is AM, then so are 2X, C(X) and X(n).

(i) follows from (1.21) and (3.8). (ii) follows from (II.5.10), (i)and Corollary

1 of Kodama-Spiez-Watanabe [31]. (iii) follows from (i) and (II.5.11). (iv) fol-

lows from (1.12) and (3.8). a

A continuum which is hereditarily unicoherent and arcwise connected is a

dendroid. A dendroid which satisfies the smoothness condition is a smooth

dendroid (see Charatonik-Eberhart [8]). A locally connected dendroid is a

dendrite. A finite tree is a finite 1-dimensional simplicial complex which is

connected and does not contain any circle.

(3.11) Proposition, (i) Any dendroid is an AAR.
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(ii)

(iii)
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Any fan is an AAR.

Any smooth dendroidis an AAR.

Proof. We show (ii). Take an AR M which contains X. Take any Vg

Cov(X). By Theorem 1 of Fugate [16] there exist a finitetree T in X and a

retraction r: Z->T such that (jr, lxXV and r＼T―＼T. Here /: T->X is the in-

clusion map. Since T is an AR, there exists a map r'＼M^-T such that r'＼X=r.

Thus (/r'l^, lx)<^ and hence X is an AAR by (II.5.3).

Using Theorem 2 of Fugate [17], in the same way as in (ii)we can easily

show (iii).(i) follows from (iii)and Charatonik-Eberhart [81. ■

(3.12) Corollary. // X is a dendrite,fan or smooth dendroid, then 2X, C(X)

are AARs. m

(3.13) Problem. If X is SAM, are 2X, C(X) and X(n) SAM?

§4. G-products of spaces.

In this section we discuss approximative properties of G-products of spaces.

In this section all spaces are compact. Let n be a positive integer. Sn

denotes the symmetric group on n letters, i.e., it consists of all permutations of

{1, 2, ･･･, n}. Let G be a subgroup of Sn. Let X be a space and Xn the n-th

cartesian product with the product topology. Then G can be considered as a

subgroup of homeomorphisms of Xn defined as follows: g(xlt x2, ■■･, xn)=

(%£cn, xgm, ■■■,Xgtn)) for gGG and x=(x1, x2, ■■･,xn)^Xn. Xn/G denotes the

orbit space under this action with identification topology. We say that Xn/G

is the n-th G-product of X. rj= rjx: Xn^Xn/G denotes the quotient map. rj is

open and closed, because rj~17)(K)=＼J{g(K):g^G} for KaXn, all g are home-

omorphisms and G is a finite set.

Let /, /': Z->r be maps. Then / induces a map fn : Xn-+Yn denned by

fn{xu xz, ･･■, xn)=(/Oi), f{xz), ･･■,/(*,)). Since /" commutes with the actions

of G on Xn and Yn, it induces a unique map /: Xn/G^Yn/G satisfying f]Yfn

=f7jx- It is easy to show that g°f=gf and lx=lxn/G for any map g: Y-+Z.

(4.1) Lemma. // /, /', then /=/'.

Proof. Take a homotopy h:XxI-*Y such that ho=f and hl=f. We

define a map hn : XnxI^Yn by hn(xu xz,･･･, xn, t)=(h(xu t),h(x2, t),■■■, h(xn, t)).

It induces a function H: Xn/GxI^Yn/G satisfying H(7]xXlI)=7]vhn. Since

7]x is a quotient map, by Theorem 3.3.17 of Engelking [14, p. 200] ry^x!/ is
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also a quotient map. Thus H is continuous and H0=f, Hi―f'. Hence /―/'. ■

(4.2) Theorem. // X is a compact metric ANR or AR, then Xn/G is an

ANR or an AR, respectively.

Proof. Maxwell [36] proved that

(1) If K is a finitesimplicial complex, then so is Kn/G.

First we assume that X is a compact metric ANR and show that Xn/G is

an ANR. Since G is a finite set, rj is a proper (perfect) map and then by

Theorem 4.4.15 of Engelking [14, p. 355] Xn/G is compact metric.

Take any '<=V^CoV(Xn/G). There exists V^CoV(X) such that cUn=cUXcU

X ･･･XVKy-'cv. Since X is an ANR, by Corollary 6.2 of Hu [23, p. 139] there

exist a finitesimplicial complex K and maps /: X->K, g: K->X such that gf is

<U-homotopic to lx. Take a <U-homotopy h:XxI-*X such that ho=gf and

/ii=l*. By (4.1) /zinduces a homotopy H: Xn/GxI^Xn/G such that Ho=ho=

gf and Hl=hl=＼XniG.

(2) // is a cy-homotopy.

Take any x=(xx, x2, ･･･,xn)<EXn. Since A is a "U-homotopy, there exist

Ui^HJ such that h{XiXl)CUi for all z. By the choice of HJ there exists Fecv

such that UiX ･･･XUn<^rj'lV. Then H{rj{x)Xl)=H-f]XlI{xXl)=r)hn{xXl)C

fjiU^X ･■■XUn)CZV. Hence we have (2).

By (1),(2) and Theorem 3.6 of Hu [23, p. 139], Xn/G is a compact metric

ANR.

Next we assume that X is an AR and show that Xn/G is an AR. By the

assumption X is a contractible ANR, that is, X is homotopy equivalent to a one

point space *. By (4.1) Xn/G is homotopy equivalent to *V6: = *. Thus Xn/C

is a rnnrrar.tfhleANR and henr.fian AR ■

(4.3) Remark. (4.2) was formulated by Jaworowski [25]. However Fedorchuk

[15] pointed out a gap in his proof, and gave another proof. This proof depends

on deep results in the theory of Q-manifolds and Fedorchuk used Schepin's

theory. Our proof, which depends on (1) in (4.2),is elementary and simple.

Let 2C―{Xa, pa-,a, A) be an inverse system of compact spaces and let p=

{pa: a^A) : X^3C be an inverse limit. Then pn={pl: a^A}: Xn-+3£n=

{XI, pi>,a, A) is an inverse limit. Moreover p―{pa: a^A} : Xn/G^3Cn/G =

{XllG, pa＼a, A} forms a system map.

(A_A＼I.rmma. n- Xn/G^>DFn/(l- in an inverse limit.
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Proof. Let q={qa: a^A} : Y-+D£n/G be a system map. We need to show-

that there exists a unique map q: Y―>Xn/G such that q=pq, that is,

(1) q^―Paq for ae/1.

Since pn: X"―3?" is an inverse limit, by Lemma 2 of Kodama-Spiez-Wata-

nabe [31]

(2) pn*={(p%)*: azEA} :2xn-^2:3Cn= = {2x2, (PZ'.a)*, A} is an inverse limit.

Since y)a―v)xa:X2->X2/G is open and closed,by Theorem 2 of Kuratowski [32,

I. p. 165] rja1:2X2/G-+2X% is continuous. Let ja : XnJG^2xllG and y: Xn/G->2xn/G

be natural inclusion maps. From the definitionsit is easy to show that

(3) (Pa',a)*Vah'a'=Va1jaPa',a fOT d'> a and

(4) {pnaTr]~xi=y]~aiaPa tOT O^A.

By (3) {r)^}jaqa:a^A) : y―>23fnforms a system map. By (2) there exists a

unique map s: Y―>2xn such that

(5) {pna)*S= f)-aiaqa fOT G^A.

We show that

(6) V*xs(Y)cj(Xn/G).

To prove (6) take any y<=Y. Then s(y) is a subset of Xn. We need to

show that r)x(s(y)) is a singleton set,i.e.,for x, x'^s(y), there exists g^G

such that x'=g(x). Since f]apl{s{y))={qa{y)} for each a<=A by (5), f]apl{x)―

VaPa(x'). Thus there exists ga^G such that

(7) Sa(/>2(*))=/>2(*/).

For each a^A we put Gtt={^GG: g(PZ(x))=pl(x')}. We consider Ga as

a space with discrete topology. Since G is a finiteset, all Ga are compact

spaces. Since Ga'CZGa for a'>a, S={Ga, ia＼a,A} forms an inverse system of

compact spaces, where ia',a'･Ga'^-Ga are inclusion maps for af>a. Since Gai^0

for all a^A by (7), ＼imS=r＼{Ga: a<=A}^0. For each gelim£, geGa and

then pl(x')=g(pna(x))=pna(g(x)) for all aeA By (2) x'=g{_x). Hence we have

(6).

Since j is an embedding, by (6) we obtain a continuous map q=j~lrj%s: Y

->Xn/G. We show that q satisfies(1). Take any ckbA and any y^Y.

By (5) j＼paq(y)=PtjQ(y)=Ph'J~1VxS(y)=Ptvts(y)=VtPa*s(y)=rj*7]a1jaqa(y)=

Va(Va1{qa(y)})={qa(y)}=jaqa(y)- Since yo is 1-1, we have (1).

We show the uniqueness of q. We assume that q': Y-+Xn/G is a map such

that paqr=qa for all a<=A, and show that <?=<7'. For any a^A and ysF by
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(1) and (4) pl*V~^J(l/(y)=Va1JaPaQf(y)=Va1JaQa(y)=Va1JaPaQ(y) = pna*Vx1JQ(y)- By

(2) rjx1jq＼y)=7}x1jq(y)and then {q'(y)}-rjXyx1{q'(y)} = yxr)x1jq'(y)=yxyx1jq(y)

= {q(y)}. Thus q'(y)=q(y) and hence q'―q. M

For HJEiCoviX) we put cUn=cUX ･･･XHJ (n-times)^CoV(Xn). Since r]Xis an

open map, ^(^"O^l^xC^Vx ･･･Xf/n):f/fe£U for l^z'^n} forms a covering of

(4.5)Lemma. Let f,g'.X^Y be maps and V^CoviX), c^e^oy(F).

(i) // (/, g)<<V, then(/, gXTjri^71).

(ii) // (/, g)<st<V, then(/, gKsKyjAcV")),

(iii)// /-1cv>fU, then /-177r(cl;n)>^x(cUre).

Proof. We show (ii). In a similar way we can easily show (i) and (iii).

Take any x=(xu x2, ･･･,xn)^Xn. By the assumption for each i there exists

V^cv such that /(jct),g(Xi)Gst(Vi, <=V). Then there exist V'u V'^cv such

that /(jc()eF{, ^(x,)gV?, F^HF^0 and V'lr＼Vt*0. Thus /"(x)gF'=F;

X ･･･XV;, ^n(x)eV=7'/X ･･･XVX, Vr＼Vf^0 and FnV*^0, where 7=^!

X ■･･XVn. This implies that fvx(x)=f]rfn(x)^Vz(V'), gf]x{x)^r]Y{V"), VyW)

n^K(F)^0 and rjY{V")r＼rjY{V)^0. This means that fi)X(x), gyx(x)^st(r]y(V),

rjyicv71)),i.e.,(/^x, gy]xXsK^ri^71)). Since ^r is onto, we have the required

conclusion. ■

(4.6) Theorem. // p={pa : a(=A}: X-+{X, cU)={(Xa> Va), pa.,a, A) is an

approximative resolution,thenp={pa : a^A) : Xn/G->(DC,cU)n/G={(Xl/G,i]a(cUZ)),

Pa1,a, A] is an approximative resolution.

Proof. We show (AI1)-(AI3) for (DC, HJ)n/G. (All) is obvious. (AI2) and

(AI3) follow from (iii)of (4.5) and (AI2), (AI3) for (DC, <U). Thus (DC, <U)n/G

forms an approximative inverse system.

By (1.3.3)p: X-+DC is a resolution and then by (1.7.1)it is an inverse limit,

By (4.4) p:Xn/G^DCn/G is an inverse limit and then by (1.3.13) it is a resolu-

tion. Hence by (1.3.3) p: Xn/G->(DC, W/G is an approximative resolution. ■

(4.7)Corollary.

and an approximative

lively.

// p: X->(3£,HJ) is an approximative ANU(CM)-resolution

FOLf-resolution, then so is p: Xn/G-^{3£, "UT/G, respec-

(4.7) follows from (4.2) and (4.6). ■

(4.8) Theorem, (i) // /: X-+Y is an AE-map, then so is f : Xn/G-*Yn/G
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(ii) // / is an NE-map, then so is f.

Proof. We show (ii). In a similar way we can show (i). There exist ap-

proximative finitepolyhedral resolutionsp: X->(3C, HJ),q= {qb:b(=B} : F-K<y, CV)

= {(Yb, <=Vb),qv,b, B) and an approximative resolution f={f, fb:q<^B} : (3C, HJ)

->(≪/,<=W)of / with respect to p and q by (1.3.15)and (1.4.3). By (4.7) p: Xn/G

->(3C, HJY/G and q: Yn/G^(cg, cV)n/G are approximative finitepolyhedral resolu-

tions. It is easy by (4.5) to show that £={/, fb: b^B): (3f, *U)B/G-*(^y, <=V)n/G

forms an approximative resolution of /: Xn/G-^Yn/G with respect to p and q.

We show that / satisfies(NE). Take any b^B. By the assumption f

satisfies(NE) and then there exists a>f(b) satisfying (NE) for f and b. Take

any b'>b. Then there exists a map r: Xa->Yb' such that(fbpa,fm, Qb',br)<stcVb.

By (4.5)(fb£a.fw>, q_v.btXstiy ≫(<=&?))and then f satisfies(NE). Hence /is an

NE-map. ■

(4.9) Corollary. // X is UAM, AM or IAM, then sois Xn/G, respectively.

(4.9) follows from (II.5.10),(1.12),(1.21) and (4.8). ■

We use the same notations p, q, p and q as in the proof of (4.8). By (1.5.7)

H(p)={H(pa): a^A}: X^H(3C)={Xa, H{pa>.a), A}, H(q): Y-^H(V), H{B)=

{H{pa):a^A}:Xn/G->H{2C"/G) = {Xl/G,H{pa.,a),A} and H(q):Yn/G-+

H{^n/G) are HPOL-expansions.

Let f＼X-*Y be a shaping. Let H(f)={f, H(fb): b^B}: H(DC)-+H(Qj) be a

system map in pro-HPOL which represents /. For each b'>b there exists a>

f(b),f(b') such that hPa.sw ―Qv.bfvPa.twi- By (4.1) [*£a,n.to―qv.i>fv1>a,fw>

and then H(f)={f, H(fb):b<=B} : H(3Cn/G)->H(Qjn/G) forms a system map in

pro-HPOL. We take another representation H(f')={f, H(f'b):b^B}: H(DC)->

H{<y) of /. Then for each b^B there exists a>f(b), f＼b) such that fbpa,fm

= /£/>≪./'≪>･Then by (4.1) fbpa,fto^f'<>Pa,f≪≫ Thus H(f) and #(£') are

equivalent i.e.,they represent the same shaping /: Xn/G-^Yn/G. It is easy from

the above definition to show that

lr induces the identity shaping Xn/G. Hence we may define a functor

GPn : Sh(COM)->Sh(COM) as follows: GPn{X)=Xn/G for a space X and GPn{f)

―f for a shaping /. We summarize as follows:

(4.10) Theorem. The n-th G-product induces a functor GPn: Sh(COM)->

Sh(CQM).

(4.11) Corollary, (i) // X and Y have the same shape type, then Xn/G

and Yn/G have the same shape type.
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(ii) // X is shape dominated by Y, then Xn/G is shape dominated by Yn/G.

(iii) // X has trivial shape, then so does Xn/G.

(iv) // X is an ANSR, then so is Xn/G.

(v) // X is an ASR, then so Xn/G.

(i)-(ii)follow from (4.10). (iv)-(v) follow from (II.6.1), (4.2) and (ii). ■

(4.12) Theorem, (i) // X is internally movable, uniformly movable, strongly

movable or movable, then so is Xn/G, respectively.

(ii) // X satisfies the condition M, then so does Xn/G.

Proof. We assume that X is movable and show that Xn/G is movable.

We use the same notations as in the proof of (4.10). By the assumption for

each a^A there exists ao>a satisfying (MV) for a. Take any a'>a and then

there exists a map r:Xa^Xa- such that pa>,ar―Pa0,a- By (4.1) pa',aZ―Pao,a-

Then 3Cn/G satisfies(MV) and hence Xn/G is movable.

In a way similar to the one above we can show the other assertions. ■

(4.13)Corollary. // X is an AANRC, an AANR^ or an AAR for COM,

thenso is Xn/G, respectively.

This follows from (II.5.10),(II.5.11),(4.9)and (4.11). ■

i

§5. Maxwell homomorphisms.

In this section we prove a stabilitytheorem on pro-vector spaces and using

t we extend Maxwell homomorphisms to compact spaces.

In this section all spaces are compact spaces. Let F be a field. Vec(F)

denotes the category consisting of all vector spaces over F and alllinear maps.

dimG denotes the dimension of a vector space G over F. Vec/(F) denotes the

full subcategory of Vec (F) consisting of all finitedimensional vector spaces over

F. The following is an elementary fact:

(5.1) Lemma. Let G and H be objects of Vec/(F) and f:G^H a linear map.

If f is onto and dimG=dim//, then f is an isomorphism in Vec/(F). ■

Let $={Ga, pa.,a, A) be an object of pro-Vec/(F). That is, Q is an inverse

system on Vec/(F). Let p={pa- a^A} : G=lim2-+G be an inverse limit of Q.

In general G is contained in Vec (F). Using the method in the proof of Theorem

5.7 of Eilenberg-Steenrod [13, p. 226] and Kelly [26] it is not difficultto show-

that
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(5.2) Lemma. If all bonding maps pa',a'-Ga>-+Ga are onto, then all pa'G

-+Gn are onto. ■

We say that Q is stable in pro-Vec (F) provided that Q is isomorphic to a

a vector space G in pro-Vec (F). In [43] the author discussed a stabilitytheorem

in pro-groups.

(5.3) Theorem. Let Q be an object of pro-Vecf(F). Then Q is stable in

pro-Vec (F) iff the dimension of lim Q is finite.

Proof. Let G=lim5 and dimG = n. First we assume that n is finite. Take

any a<E.A and put H%'=pa<,a(Ga-) for each a'^A with a'>a. Since dimGa is

finite,dim H£>=na> is also finite for a'>a. Since H%>ZDH%* for a">a'>a,

na-^na'. Since all na- are integers, there exists k(a)>a such that nk<ia=̂ na-

for each a'>k{a). Hence

(1) H?M=Hl. for each a'<=A with a'>k(a).

(1) means that Q satisfiesthe Mittag-Leffler condition (see MS [34]).

Let Ha―H^(a) for ogA Then by (1) it is easy to show that

(2) Pa'.a'(Ha,)=Ha, for a">a'.

By (2) pa',a-Ga'-^Ga induces a linear map p'a.ia:Ha>^Ha for a'>a. Then

JC={Ha, pa',a, A} forms an inverse system on Vec/(F). Let ;a : Ha-^-Ga be the

inclusion map for aeA Then j―{1A, ya: aeAJ : ^r->5 forms a system map.

Since japKai.a^Phw.a and /)ftco).o/*ca)=/>*co),o,by Morita's diagonal theorem

(see MS [34, p. 112])

(3) j: M-+Q is an isomorphism in pro-Vec (F).

Let p'―{p'a''a^A) : H=Y＼mS(^SC be an inverse limit. Then j induces a

unique homomorphism /: H-^G satisfying

(4) JP'=PJ.

Since pa',aPa'= Pa for a'>a, pa(G)(ZHa for aeA Then pa:G->Ga induce

maps p'i＼G-*Ha such that jaP'i-Pa and p'a＼aK'-Pa for a'>a. Thus p"=

{/>,: ae^l} : G-+JK forms a system map satisfying

(5) P=jp*.

Then there exists a unique homomorphism h : G-+H such that

(6) p'h=p>.

Since j＼p*j)=UP*)J=PJ=JPf by (4) and (5), by (3)
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(7) P*J=Pr,

Since p'(hj)=(prh)j=p"' j~p'lH by (6) and (7), then by the uniqueness of inverse

limits hj=lH. Since p(jh)=(pj)h=j{p'h)=jp"=plG by (4)-(6), then by the

uniqueness jh ―lG and hence

(8) j:H-+G is an isomorphism and then dimH=dimG = n.

Since all bonding maps p'a-,aare onto by (2), by (5.2) all p'a:H->Ha are

onto and then ma=dim//afSdim//=n for all aeA By (2) ma>>:ma for a'>a.

Then there exists aoe.A such that maa―ma for each a>a0. Thus by (2)

Pa-,ar:Ha.-+Ha> is onto and dimHa.=dimHa' for a">a'>a<>, and then by (5.1)

Pa;a- :Ha,-*Ha' is an isomorphism for a">a'>a0. It follows that p'a:H-^Ha

is an isomorphism for a>aQ. By this and Morita's diagonal theorem

(9) p': //―>M is an isomorphism in pro-Vec (F).

By (3),(4),(8) and (9) p: G^-Q forms an isomorphism in pro-Vec (F). Hence Q

is stable in pro-Vec (F).

Next we assume that Q is stable in pro-Vec (F). By Lemma 2.13 of Dydak

[12] an inverse limit p:G ―＼＼mQ^Q is an isomorphism in pro-Vec(F). Then

there exists a system map q={go＼ : 5―>G satisfying pq^lg and qp^lG. Put

qo'-Gao->G. Since qp~lG> qopao=lG and then pao:G^Gao is 1-1. Thus dimG

=dim^ao(G)^dimGao<oo. Hence dimG is finite. H

To show (1) in the proof of (5.3) we do not use the condition, dimG=n<oo.

Thus we have the following:

(5.4) Corollary. Any inverse system on Vec/(F) satisfiesthe Mittag-Leffler

condition. ■

(5.5) Corollary. Let Q be an inverse system on Vec/(F). // dimension of

limS is finite,then there exists aQ^A with the following properties:

(i) pa:＼imQ―>Ga is 1-1 for each a>a0, and

(ii) for each a>a0 there exists k(a)>a such that pa(＼lmQ)=pa',a(Ga-) for

each a'>k(a). W

Hj(X;F) denotes the ;-th Cech homology of a space X with coefficientF.

A map /: X-^Y induces a homomorphism /#;-:Hj(X; F)^Hj(Y ;F). We say that

X is of finitetype with respect to F provided that there exists an interger n

such that Hj(X;F)=0 for j>n and Hj(X; F) is a finitedimensional vector space

over F for j^n.

(5.6) Lemma. // a space X is of finite type with respect to F, then there
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exists cW^Cov{X) with the following property:

(*) For any space Y and any maps f, g: Y-^X if (/, gXW, then f^,=

g*j: HJY ; F)->Hj(X;F) for each j.

Proof. We recall the definition of Cech homology. Let HJ, cU'^Cov{X]

with CU'<CU. Let pv: X-^N(CU) be a canonical map into the nerve of HJ and

pv,hj ' N(cV/)-*N(cU) a projection, pw^isa simplicial map satisfying pw,v(U']

ZDU' for each vertex U'&NCW). It is well known that if pv,v, p'v-.v:N(HJf]

-^N(.V) are projections, then pw,v~P'w,v- P*j={Pv*j'. V^Cov(X)}: Hj{X;F]

->pro-Hj(X; F)= {HjiNCU); F), pv,v*j> Cov(X)} forms an inverse limit.

Since X is of finitetype, there exists an integer n such that i//Z;F)―C

for j>n and Hj(X;F) is a finitedimensional vector space for j^n. For any

j, 0^/^n we show the following:

(1) There exists <Wj^Cov(X) such that for any space Y and any maps

/, g: Y->X if (/, g)<Wj, then /*,=**,: HJX ; F)->Hj{X;F).

Since X is compact, we may assume that all coverings 1J are finite cover-

ings and then Hj(N(cU); F) are finitedimensional vector spaces. Since H}{X; F)

is a finitedimensional vector space, by (5.5) there exists cU0^Cov(X) such that

(2) pv^j:Hj{X;F)^Hj{N{cU);F) is 1-1 for 1/<<U0.

Take any cu={Uu Us, ■■■,Us}^Cov(X) with <U<≪U0. Since X is normal, <U is

shrinkable. Then there exists CU'={U'U U'%,･･■,U's}elCov(X) such that U'tdUt

for l^i^s. Since Ufir＼(X―Ui)=0, there exists Jii^Cov{X) such that st{U'u JCt)

r＼st(X―Uif Jd)=0 for each i=l, 2, ･･･, s. Put Wj= JdAcX2A ― /＼JL,^Cov(X)

and then

(3) st(U'i,tWJ)r＼st(X―Ut,<Wj)=0 for *"=l,2, - , s.

We show that Wj is the required covering. Take any space Y and any

maps /, g : Y-+X such that (/, gXWj.

(4) g-＼U't)c:f-＼Ut) for i=l, 2,-,s.

For any ^^^"'(t/i) there exists W^'Wj such that /(j>),̂ (j')gWi. Since g(y)^

U'iCWu f(y)est(U't, <Wj). By (3) f(y)£st(X-Ut, <W,) and then f(y)^Ut. Thus

we have (4).

Let qcviY-^Nicv) and qcw.cv:N(cVt)-*N(cV) be a canonical map and a pro-

jection for <=V'<cv. Then g*,= {fq,*,:q/e^OP(r)} : UfY ; F)^pro-Hj(Y ; F)=

{HjiNi^-fF), pcv',cv*j,Cov(Y)} forms an inverse limit. By (4) we define a

simplicial map v: N(g-lcU')^N(f-lcU) by v{g-xU'^f'lUi for each i. Then y is

a projection and thus v^qg-iV,f-lv. Hence
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(5) v*j=qg-lH].,f-,cU*r.Hj{N(g-lcU');F)^Hj{N{f~lcV);F).

f and g induce simplicialmaps /*: iV(/-lcU)->ATO and g* : N(g-lcU')-+N(tU')

by f*{f-lUi)=Ui and g≫(g-lU'i)=Ui for each i. Since UidUldUi for each i,

we define a simplicial map u : N(CU')-+N(CU) by u(Ui)―Ui for each z. Since u

and j&q/<,i/are projections, u^pv.iV and hence

(6) ≪*,= Air.v*j: HjiNiV'V^HjWV)).

By the definitionsof /#, ^#, m and v clearly ug#=f#u and hence

By (5)-(7)

(8) Pw .vxjgttj―ftxjqg-iw, f-i<u*j■

Take any z^H/X;F). By (8) pv*jMz)=f**jQf-iv*j(z)=f**jQg-iv'.f-iv*i

qg-iv'*j(z)―P'v,v*jg**jQg-iv'*j(z):=Pv',cu*jPv'*jg*j(z)=Pcu*jg*j(z)>that is, £Wj

Mz)=p<u*jg*£z). By (2) f*j(z)=g*j(z) and then f*j=g*j. Hence we have (1),

Finally we put 'W^WoA^iA ･･･KWn^Cov(X). By the choice of n and (1^

it is easy to show that 'W satisfies(*). ■

For compact metric spaces (5.6) was proved by Dugundji [11].

Q denotes the field consisting of all rational numbers and put Hj{X)=

Hj(X; Q). We say that X is of finitetype provided that X is of finitetype

with respect to Q.

Maxwell [36] defined homomorphisms pf: Hj(Kn/G)~^Hj(K) for finitepoly-

hodra K and integers j satisfy the following conditions:

(Ml) f*jfif=zfi1jf*jf°rany maP f'-K-+L between finitepolyhedra;

Hj(Kn/G)
^

* Hj(LVG)

tf
l

･

U

Hj(K)
^

>Hj(L)

(M2) Tii^iTtf-Mj―KJ"nK*jfor any finitepolyhedron K;

HW)- ― >Hj(K*/G)

HIK)

Here 7ri=K1[: Kn^K is the z-thprojection.

We shalldefine homomorphisms pf: Hj(Xn/G)-+Hj(X) satisyng (Ml) and

(M2) for all(compact) spaces.
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Let X and Y be compact spaces. Take any finitepolyhedral resolution p~

＼pa:a^A}: X-*3£={Xa, pa.,a, A) and q={qb:bs=B) : Y-*Q}={Yb, qVtb, B).

Then pn={pn : a^A) : Xn->Xn={Xna, p≫.,a,A) and p={pa : a^A} : Xn/G-+

DCn/G―{Xl/G, pa',a, A) are finitepolyhedral resolutions (see §4). By (Ml) for

finitepolyhedra the Maxwell homomorphisms naj―nja : Hj(X^/G)-^Hj(Xa) satisfy

P*.a*jrt'=tfP<>.'.**i for a'>a- Then M={lA, ftr.a^A}: Hj(3Cn/G)=

{Hj(XnJG), pa',a*j,A}->Hjm={Hj(Xa), pa.,a*j,A} forms a system map. By

taking inverselimits we have a homomorphism fi*=＼im[t*:Hj(Xn/G)=＼imHj(3Cn/G)

->＼＼mHJL2£)=H£X).

(5.7) Lemma. f*jtf=ttqjf*J f°r any shaping f: X^Y. Here f=GPn(f).

Proof. Take any representation f= {/, H(fb) :b<=B): H(X)={Xa, H(pa.,a), A)

^H{Qj)={Yb, H(qb.,b),B) of a shaping /. Then f ={/, H(fb):b =B] : H(Xn/G)

-^H(Qjn/G) represents a shaping f=GPn(f) by (4.10). Thus Us= {/, /WJ: bE,B} :

HjOO^Hjty) and f*j={f,fb*j:b^B} Hj{3Cn/G)^Hj{^n/G) form system maps

on Vec (Q) by (4.1). Then /*j=lim /"*,-:H^X^H^Y) and /*,= lim f*,: Hj(Xn/G)

-*Hj(Yn/G). For any feeB q^J^^pj=fmjPsw^fipJ^fmjpiVb'h^^j=^f^JPf^^j

=£tjqb*jf*j=zqb*jj*9]f*j-By the uniqueness of inverse limits we have the required

one. B

Let X be a finitepolyhedron. Let p{X): X->{X} be the rudimental resolu-

tion of X. From the definitionwe have that

(5.8) Lemma. nf=n^KS> for any finitepolyhedron K. ■

When we take / as the identity shaping, from (5.7) it follows

(5.9) Lemma. If p:X->3C and p': X^3£' are finite polyhedral resolutions,

then [ipj=iJ.pj'. M

By (5.9) ftP does not depend on the choice of finite polyhedral resolutions of

X and then we denote it by {if. By (5.8) our homomorphism coincides with

the original Maxwell homomorphisms for finite polyhedra. By (5.7) (Ml) holds

for any shaping. By (M2) for finite polyhera and each a^A pa*j!J-pi)x*j

―fijPa*jV^*J ― fijVa*Jpa*J ~ ＼2->i=îi*j)Pa*j ― 2jt=A^i aPa)*j ― 2ji=l Pa*jXi*j ~

Pa*j(11i=i^f*j)- By the uniqueness of inverse limits fiJ7]X*j=fipr]x*j::='2ii=iXx＼j.

This means (M2) for compact spaces. We summarize as follows:

(5.10) Theorem. Maxwell homomorphisms can be extended to compact spaces

satisfying (Ml) for shapings and (M2). ■
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Let X be an ANSR. Then there exista finitepolyhedron P and shapings

f:X-+P, g:P^X such that gf=SH(lx) by (II.6.1). By (5.10)fg=SH(lxn/G).

Put Wttj^gvtfUj: HjiXVG^HjiX). By (5.7)Wftf=g*jtff*j=fifg*jf*j=

u:fSH(lrn/rr)^i=uJ. We summarize as follows:

(5.11) Lemma. Wptf^/uf for any ANSR X. B

Masih [35] introduced the Maxwell homomorphisms M/nj : Hj(Xn/G)^>Hj(X)

for any compact metric ANR X as follows: Since X is an ANR, there exist a

finitepolyhedron P and maps /: X-+P, g: P->X such that gf^lx. He defines

M(xj=g*j[ipj f*j. From the definitionsMfif―Wfif. Hence by (5.5)we have that

(5.12) Corollary. M[tf=fif for any compact metric ANR X.

Vora [42] introduced the Maxwell homomorphisms V/tj: Hj(Xn/G)->Hj(X)

for any compact metric AANRiv X. We define a homomorphism Vftj by her

method.

Let X be a compact AANR*. By (4.13) Xn/G is an AANR^. By (II.6.1)

and (II.6.6) X and Xn/G are shape dominated by finitepolyhedra, and then they

are of finitetype. By (5.6) there exist if^Cov(X) and <=V(=Cov(Xn/G) with the

property in (5.6) for X and Xn/G, respectively. Since X is compact, there ex-

ists HJo^CoviX) such that CUO<CU and cU7^<cUnAr]xlcV. Since X is an AP by

(II.5.10)-(II.5.11), there exist a finitepolyhedron P and maps /: X-*P, g:P^X

such that (gf, lxXVo. Then (gf, IX^V. By the choices of <U and q;, g^f^

= lx*j and g*jf*j=lxn/G*j. Vora defines homomorphisms Vftj=g*jpiI}f*j:

H£X*/Gh+H£X). By (5.7) Vtij=g*jrf£*J=ttfg*J£*j=ftflxnlo*j=tij. We

summarize as follows:

(5.13) Lemma. V≪f=≪f /"oranv compact AANRv X ■

(5.12) and (5.13) mean that our extension of the Maxwell homomorphisms

arp natural

§6. Fixed point theorems.

In this section we discuss the Maxwell fixed point theorem for NE-maps.

It implies the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem for NE-maps and fixed point

theorems for hyperspaces and for cone spaces.

In this section all spaces are compact. Let X be a space of finitetype and

f: X-*Xn/G a map. We say that a point xGlis a fixed point of / provided
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that for each (xu x2,■■･, x,)gP with f(x)-=7]x(x1, x2,■･■,xn), there exists /,

l<Li<Ln, such that x ―Xi. We define a Lefschetz number L(f)~ S7=o(―l)Hr{jj.jf*j)

of /. Here tr(fijf*f)denotes the trace of the homomorphism ftjf*j: Hj(X)-+

Hj(X). Here Hj(X) is the /-th Cech homology with rational coefficientQ.

(6.1) Lemma (Maxwell [36]). Let P be a finitepolyhedron and f: P->Pn/G

a map. If L(/)^0, then f has a fixed point, m

(6.2) Theorem. Let X be a compact space of finite type and let f: X-^

Xn/G be a map. If f is an NE-map and /,(/)=£0, then f has a fixed point.

Using only (6.1) we shall show (6.2). To do so we need some lemmas.

For each i, l^i^n we put Fi(f)={x^X: x<=icti)-lf(x))and F(f)=＼J{Ft(f):

2=1,2, -, n).

(6.3) Lemma. F(f) is the set of all fixed points of f.

Proof. Take any fixed poont x of /. For each (xu x2, ･■･,xn)Gl" with

f(x)=7)(xi, x2, ･･, xn), there exists i such that x = xt. Thus x = Xi^ni-q~lf(x),

that is, xeFi(/)cF(/).

Take any x^F(f) and then x^Ft(f) for some i. Thus x<^TCi7)~lf{x) and

then there exists {ylf y2, ･■･,yn)^y)~lf(x) such that x=yt. Take any (xlt xz, ■■･xn)

g!" such that rj^xltx2, ･■, xn)=f(x). Since 7]{xlfx2, ■■■,xn)=f(x)=r}(yu y2, ･■･,yn)>

there exists g^G such that g(xu x2, ･■･,xn)=(yu y2, ■･■, yn). Thus x=yt=

xgW and hence x is a fixed point of /. ■

Let HJ^CoviX). We put Ft(f, cU)={x^X: st(x, cU)i^7ri7]-1f(x)^0} for i

and F{f, cU)=U{Fi(f, HJ): i=l, 2, ･･･, n). We say that a point of F(f, V) is a

^-fixed point of /. Trivially Flf, cU/)cFi(/, <V) and F(f, <U')c:F(f, <{]) for

HJ'KV. Let j*j.iV: Ft(f, W^Ftf, <V) and jv,v: F(f, <V')->F(f, V) be inclu-

sion maps. Thus we may define inverse systems ^i(f)={Fi(f, HJ), j^-^,

(Cov(X), >)} and 3(f)={F(f, <U), jv.,v, (Cov(X), >)}. Here <U'>V neans that

WKV, and then (CoviX), >) forms a directed set.

(6.4)Lemma. Fi(/)=lim2ri(/)and F(/)=limff(/) for eachi.

Proof. Take any i. Since allbonding maps in ff//) and SF(/)are inclu-

sions,＼im3i(f)=n{FU7^T): cU^CoV(X)} and limff(/)=n{F(/, ≪U):'UeC^W}.

Then we need to show thatFt(f)=n{Ft(f,<U): HJ^CoviX)} and F(f)=r＼{F(f,HJ):

1/EfM(^)}. From the definitionsFt(/)cF((/,≪U)and F(f)dF(f, <U) for

<U£C^(Z). Thus it is sufficientto show that
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(1) n{Fi(f,HJ):cUGCov(X)}c:Fi(f) and

(2) r＼{F{f, V):<U^Cov(X)}c:F(f).

Claim. For each V&CoviX) there exists CW<CU such that Ft(f,<W)c:Fi(f, HJ).

We put ki=K*ir)-xljf:X-*Xn/G^2xn'G^2xn->2x. Here j is an inclusion

map. Since rjx1:2xn'G^2xn is continuous by the proof of (4.4),kt is continuous.

Take any 1J^Cov(X). Since X is compact, there exists a finite covering ^e

Cov(X) such that stcVKHJ. For each x<=X we put m(jc)={7eci/: Vr＼idi}~lf(x)

^0} and m(x)={Ff, Ff, ･･･, VxnW}. Since <7f, 7f, ･･･,F£Cx)> is an open

neighborhood of izi7j~1f(x)in 2X, there exists an open neighborhood W'x of x in

X such that

(3) *i(Wi)C<Ff, V%, - , VxnW> for each x^X.

We put W={W'x:x&X] and <B>=WAcVe£oi,(A").

We show that W has the required property. Take any x^Fiif, W). There

exists Vi&cv with ig^. Since Vi^Wi is a neighborhood of x in Z, F^

W'xr^Fi{f,(W)^0. Take any SieFxHW^nFiC/, <W>) and then st(xuW)r＼

ni-f)~1f(xx)^0- There exists W=V2nWi. such that F2eq/, W'x,^cW', x^W

and W/n^t)7"1/(^i)^0- Then there exists ^eir^i^'/ixi) and thus

(4) jc1?x2eF2 and Xae^jTy-YC^i)-

Since x, x^VxrW'x, then ^i(x), ^i(x1)e<Ff, 7f, ･･･, VxCx.) i.e.,

(5)

(6)

XiV V(JCi)cFfUFfW ･･･＼JVxnW and

niy-1f(x)r＼Vf^0 for each t,l£t£n(x)

By (4)-(5) x2(EVf0 for some U, l^to£n(x) and then by (6)

(7) *2eF?0 and 7tiV-1f(x)r＼Vfai=0.

Since x, x^V.fW'^ by (4) and (7)

(8) x^st(V2, <=V) and st(V2, cV)r＼Kirj'1f{x)^0.

Since stcVKV, by (8) st(V2, cv)dst(x, V) and st(x,cU)n7ri7]-1f(x)^0. Then

xeFf(/, <U) and hence we have the Claim.

To prove (1) take any x<£Fi(f). Since x^Zifj~lf{x), {x} and ni-q~1f{x)are

disjointclosed subsets of X Then there exists IJ^CoviX) such that st(x,<U)n

st(ni7)-lf{x),<V)=0. Thus x£Flf, <U). By the Claim there exists We^(Z)

such that Fi(/, W)CFj(/, 'U). Then x^Fjj＼W) and hence x^C＼{F~{J7^T)'-V

<=Cov(X)}. This means (1) and hence the firstassertion.

To prove (2) take any x<£F(f) and then x<£FAf) for each /,1^/^n. Since
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Fi(f)=r＼{Fi(f,cU):cU^Cov(X)} by the first assertion, then there exists HJ^

Cov(X) such that x<£Ft(f',<U0 for each i. We put V=tUlAtUiA ･･･AVn^CoviX)

and then x£Ft(f, HJ) for alli, 1^2^n. Since F(/, cU)=W{Fi(/, <U):≫=1,2,･･･,n),

x£F(f, <U) and hence x<£n{F(/, CU): <Ue^oy(Z)}. This means (2) and hence

the second assertion. B

Since EF(/)is an inverse system of compact spaces, the following follows

from (6.3) and (6.4).

(6.5) Lemma. // / has a RJ-fixedpoint for each HJ^CoviX), then f has a

fixed point.

(6.6) Lemma. Let x=(xu x2, ･･･,xn), y=(ylf y2, ― , yn)^Xn. Let lie

Cov(X) and U=U1XU2X ･･･XUn^iJ71. If jj(x),7](y)(Est{r)(U),rjiHJ71)),then for

each i, l^if^n, there exist j, 1^/^n, and U^^HJ such that xir yj^st(U*, 17).

Proof. Since ij{x), y(y)^st(7}(U), jy(Vn)), there exist U'=U[X ■■■XU'n,

U"=U'{X ■■■XU'^HJ71 such that

(1)

(2)

By (2) there exist s

e£/" and f=(f,, U,

(3)

(4)

7)(x)<=r}(!J') and rjiy^^U"),

■q{U')r＼-q(U)^0 and

= (S(, S'2,･･･ , s'jGf/', S

■q(JU")r＼r){U)^0.

(su s2, - , sn)^U, t"={t'{, t%, - , tl)

tn)<^U such that

j)(s')=j)(s) =j}(U')nii(IJ) and

By (1) there exist x'=(x[, x'2, ･･■, x'Je/7' and y"=(y'l, y'l, ･･･, y'D^U" such that

(5) V(x)=V(x') and 17(30=17(30.

By (3)-(5) there exist gu g2, g%, gi^G such that x―gxx', s'―g^s, t=g3t" and

y"=SiV- Take any i, l^i^n, and then

(6) Xi = x'g^i->, SgjCi) ― sg2gx(O> tgzgiM = tgsg2g i<.O and y'g3g2gi<-i)= ygig3g2giW-

Since x', s'^U', s, t^U and t", y"(=U", we have that

(7) Xg^it, Sg^i-jEzUglii-), sgzglW, tgzglti-) zUg2gl(,i) and

l'g3g2gl(-i'>>ygsSzSl^ U ^3^2^1(i)'

By (6) and (7) xif y8t8sgaBlw^st(lJg2glw, *U). This means that j=gigsg2gi(i)

and U*=Ug2g1co^cU are the required index and covering. ■

(6.7) Lemma. Under the same conditions as in (6.2) / has a HJ-fixed point for
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each V^CoviX).

Proof. By (1.3.15) there exists an approximative finite polyhedral resolu-

tion p={pa: a^A}: X->(3C, tU/)={(^≪, TO, Pa'.a, A}. By (1) in the proof of

(4.2) and (4.6) p={pa: a^A} : Xn/G-*{X, cU')n/G={(XnJG, >?a(W)), pa,,a, A)

forms an approximative finite polyhedral resolution. Since all Xa and X%/G are

finitepolyhedra, there exist HJ'^CoV{Xa) and <=V'i^Cov{Xl/G) such that st%<U'l

and st*<=V'Lsatisfy (**) in (1.5.6). By (1.4.4) there exist <Uae£0B(Za) for all

a^A such that cUa<cUa, "UKifjt^'L for a^A and (3f, tU)={(Za, ^J, ^,e, ^}

forms an approximative inverse system. By the choice of °Ua and (1.3.3)p:X

->(3f, HJ) is an approximative POLz-resolution. By (4.6) p: Xn/G^(3C, IJY/G

is also an approximative POL^-resolution. By the choice of HJa for each a^A

and for any space Y

(1) if g, h:Y-^-Xa are st2cUa-near, then g ―h and

(2) if g, h : F^ZS/G are s^a(<U2)-near, then g^h.

By the continuity of Cech homology Hm(X)=lim{Hm(Xa), pa',a*m, A). Since

X is of finitetype and all Xa are finitepolyhedra, by (5.5) there exists ao^A

satisfying

(3) Pa*m'-Hm{X)^>Hm{Xa) are 1-1 for all m and all a>a0 and

(4) for each a'>a0 there exists k{a')>a' such that

Im(pa'*m)=Im(pa.a-*m) for all m and all a>k(a').

Here Im(/v*m) denotes the image of /v*m: Hm(X)-±Hm(Xa.).

Let f={f, fa:a^A} : (DC, 'HJ)-+{2£,<V)n/G be an approximative resolution

of / with respect to p and p. Since / is an NE-map, f satisfies(NE).

Take any iJ^Cov{X). Then by (AR1) there exists ax>a0 such that pa＼st2cUai

<HJ. By (NE) for f there exists ai>f(al) satisfying (NE) for f and au Take

any as>alf a2. We put A(a3)={cKEA: a>a3}, Fi―{x^Xa: st(pa,ai(x),st<Ual)

r＼7:i7]^＼faipa,f<iaO(x)^0}for each a^A(a3) and i=l,2, ■■■, n, and Fa ―＼J

{Fi:i=l, 2,■■■,n}. It is easy to show that pa',a(Fb)(ZF£ and then pa>,a{Fa-)

dFa for a'>a and all i. Thus pa',a(Fa')ClFa for a'^a. This means that 3―

＼Fa,Pa1,a, ^(^3)} forms an inverse system consisting of compact spaces.

Claim 1. Fai=0 for all a^A(a3).

: Take any a^A{a3). By the choice of a2 there exists a map r: Xaz-^X^/G

such that

(5) (faiPa2,fUO> £kiai.air)<StT]a1{eVZ1).

By (5) (/Ol/>/coo≫Pkiaxa,rpao)<str)aXcUl＼ Since /"is an approximative resolu-
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tion of /,

(6)
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(Palf,falPfCaO<yal('U1!i1)

Since (paj, PkW.a1rpa2)<sfr)ai(<VZ1) by (6), by (2)

(7) PaJ-Pktal.afPaz*

Take any integer m. By (7) pa1*Tnf*m=PkCa),a1*mr*mpa2*m and by (Ml)

＼O/ Pa, a1*nPa*m/'m/*i?i ―Pa, a^mPk(.a),a^mf^m F^mPaz* ･

By (3) and (4)

(9) /Va^mllmC/Ja* ): Im(/>a*w)-+#m(Xai) is 1-1 and lm(pa*m)=lm(pkw,a*m).

Then by (8) and (9)

(10) Pa*mftmf*m:=Pk(.a'>.a*m!*m(l r*mPaz*m ･

Let g-^u^^a^^U/G and then by (10) and (Ml)

(11) /'a+m^m/^m ―ftmg*mPa*m≫

Let hm=(pa*m)-'pkia^a*m^r*mpata2*m:Hm{Xa)->Hm{X). By (9) /im is well

defined and by (Ml)

(12) Pa*m.hm = timg*m.

By (11) and (12) pa*mhmpa*m=pa*7nf*mf*m. and then by (3)

(13) hmPa*m ―[tmf*m,'

By (12) and (13) tr{pimf*rrd=Hhnpa*m)=tr{pa*mhm)=tr{piamg*m). Then £,(/)=

^^^(-l)"1^^^/*
^)^^

^-!)"1^^* )^^^), that is,

(14) L(f)=L(g).

By the assumption L(/)^0, then by (14) L(g)^0. By (6.1) there exists a

fixed point x0 of £. Take any x=(xlf x%, ･･･, xn)^Xl such that i?a(*)=#(*<>)･

Since x0 is a fixed point of g, there exists i0,l^iot^n such that x0=xio. By

the definition of g and (5) (faipa.fcao> 1>a.a1g)<sti)a1(tU2l) and then there exists

U=UlX ･･■Xf/ne'U21 such that

(15) faJa.fia^Xo), Pa.aig(Xo)^St(Vai(U), fja^l,)) .

Then fa1pa,fcap(x0)=Val(y)for some y=(yi> y*> ･･･≫yJe^,- Since Pa,aig(x0)

= Pa,alf]a{x)-rjaipna.ai{xl, Xt, ― , Xn) = rjai(pa.a^J, pa.a&t), "' , Pa.a^n)), (15)

means that ^(^i, J>2,― , >>≫),yai(Pa.aSxi)> '" > Pa.a^Xn^^st^a^U), fja^iy).

Thus by (6.6) there exists j, l^j/^n and f/*ecU(I1 such that

(16) Pa.aAxiQ),yj^st(U*,<Vai).
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Since xo=xia and ^j^w^aJ/o^o./copUo), (16) means that st(pa,ai(x0),stHJai)n

7t:jy]a＼fa1Pa,f<ia1^Xo)^0>that is, xo^FidFa. Hence Fa is not empty. We have

Claim 1.

Claim 2. All points of limff are ^-fixed points of /.

Take any zeF^limff, any a^A(a3) and put za=pa{z)^Fa. There exists

U^HJa. such that pa.aXza)=PaS.z)^U%. By (6) there exists U'=U[X ■■■XlJ'n

(17)

such that

Pa.aJ(z), faiPa.HaAZa)^yaAU') .

Put W=pa]ai(U:$)r＼(fa1Pa,f(.a1))~＼ya1(U')) and then W is an open neighborhood

of za in Xa. Since ?,£?,, then Wr＼Fa^0. Take any w^Wr＼Fa. Since

w^W, then

(18) />a.a≫el7? and fa^a.HaO^^a^U').

Since w<^Fa, there exists z'j,l^z'i^n, with w^Ffr and then there exists £/?<e

cUa1 such that

(19) Pa.ai(w)^st(Ut, Vai) and

(20) S*(£/£VaJnXitfalfaJa. fla^w)* 0 .

By (18) there exist zf=(z{, z{, ･･･, z{)^Xn and w'=(.w[, w'2,■■■,w'n)^Uf

such that f(z)=7)(zf) and fa1Pa,f(.a1^w)=r]ai(w/). By (20) there exists u/'=

(u//, m/'^,･･･, w'i)^Xlx such that fa1Pa,fca1^w)=r}ai(w//) and

(21) <es*≪7f, ≪UBl).

Since rjal{w")=r)ai{w'), there exists gi^G such that gx{w')―w", and then

(22) w'{=w'8iii{i.

By (17) there exists z'={z[, z'2>･･･, z^et/' such that paif(z)―7]ai(z'). Since

Pa1f^)=PaMz^=Va1Pa1(zf)=T]a1(Pa1(z{)f ■･■,Pa^i)), there exists ^2£G such

that z'=g2{pai(z{), ･■･, pai(z£)) and then

(23) 2f≪1≪1)=/>o1(^≪2≪1≪1))-

Since u;',^'ef/', then u;'4l<il,,z^ipGf/^^. By (21)-(23)

(24) A^W^ef/'^up and f/'gl(ipnsf([/*, ^ai)^0.

Since pai(z)^uu hY d8) and (19)

(25) pai{z)^m and UlnsWt, Vai)^0.

By (24) and (25) pai(z), pa1(zfg2B1^)^st(stm, V^), stVai). Since pi^HJa^V,

there exists f/**^^ such that z, z{2,l(*pe/>a|s?(sf(C/?, *UOl), stt/ai)c£7**. Since
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ziisiuo^KgstiWV^fW' we have that st(z,cU)r＼7rg2glCMr]-1f(z)^0 and then

z^Fgtglii0(f, V)dF(f, HJ). Hence z is a ^-fixed point of /. We have Claim 2.

Since all Fa are non-empty compact spaces by Claim 1, F^limff is not

empty and hence by Claim 2 / has a "U-fixed point. Since HJeiCoviX) is arbi-

trary we have the required assertion. ■

Theorem (6.2) follows from (6.5) and (6.7). ■

(6.8) Corollary. Let X be a compact space of finite type, and let f: X->

Xn/G be a map. If X is approximatively movable and L(/)^0, then f has a

fixed point.

(6.9) Corollary. Let X be a compact AANRC of finite type, and let f : X-+

Xn/G be a map. If L(f)i=0, then f has a fixed point.

(6.10) Corollary. Let X be a compact AANR^ and let f: X^-Xn/G be a

map. If £(/)=£0, then f has a fixed point.

(6.11) Corollary. Let X be a compact ANR and let f:X^Xn/G be a map.

If L(/)^0, then f has a fixed point.

(6.8) follows from (1.9), (1.12) and (6.2). (6.9) follows from (1.9.3) and (6.8).

(6.10) follows from (II.5.11) and (6.9). (6.11) follows from (II.4.6) and (6.8). H

We assume that n ―1. Since Sn consists of only the identity element, G is

the trivial group. Thus Xn/G=X and rj: Xn/G^X is the identity map. Then

by (M2) ftj: Hj(Xn/G)=Hj(X)^Hj(X) must be the identity homomorphism.

Hence L(/)=ST=o(-l);Xi≪j/*;)=S7=o(-l)^K/*j), that is, L(/) is the usual

Lefschetz number A(f) of /. Thus we have the following from (6.2).

(6.12) Theorem. Let X be a compact space of finite type and and let

―>X be a map. If f is an NE-map and A(f)i=Q, then f has a fixed point.

/

■

X

When n ―＼,(6.1) means the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem for finite

polyhedra. Hence the proof of (6.2) asserts that (6.12) follows from the usual

Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem for finitepolyhedra.

(6.13) Corollary. Let X be a compact space of finite type and let f: X―>X

be a map. If X is approximative^ movable and A(f)^0, then f has a fixed point.

(6.14)Corollary. Let X be a compact AANRC of finitetype and let f: X

X be a map. If A(f)i^0, then f has a fixedpoint.

(6.15)Corollary. Let X be a compact AANR^ and let f: X^-X be a map.
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// A(f)^0, then f has a fixed point.

(6.16) Corollary. Let X be a compact ANR and let f: X-+X be a map.

If A(f)^0, then f has a fixed point.

In the same way as for (6.8)-(6.11)we have (6.13)-(6.16)from (6.12). ■

(6.17) Corollary. Let X be a compact space.

(i) // X is approximative^ movable, then Cone (X) has the fixed point pro-

perty.

(ii) // dim X= n < oo and X is LC71'1, then Cone(X) has the fixed point pro-

perty.

(6.18) Corollary. // a compact connected space X is approximatively mov-

able, then 2X and C(X) have the fixed point property.

(6.19) Corollary. // X is a dendrite, fan or smooth dendroid, then 2X and

C(X) have the fixed point property.

(6.17) follows from (1.3.1), (2.5) and (6.15). (6.18) follows from (3.10) and

(6.15). (6.19) follows from (3.11) and (6.15). R

(6.20) Remark. Kinoshita [27] constructed a contractible continnum X

without^the fixed point property. Also he showed that Cone(Z) does not have

the fixed point property. Knill [28] studied the fixed point property for cones.

(6.17)is better than Theorem 2.7 of Knill [28]. Rogers [41] constructed a con-

tinuum X such that C(X) does not have the fixed point property. (6.18) gives

a partialanswer to problems in Rogers [41] and Nadler [39]. (6.19) was proved

by Fugate [16, 17].

(6.21) Remark. Masih [35] proved (6.11) and Vora [42] proved (9.10) for

compact metric spaces. Note that their Maxwell homomorphisms are equivalent

to ours by (5.6) and (5.7). Knill [28] proved the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point

theorem for Q-simplicial spaces. Using his results Clapp [9] proved (6.14) for

compact metric spaces. Granas [22] proved (6.15) for compact metric spaces.

(6.12) was proved by Borsuk [4] for compact metric spaces and by Gauthier [19]

for compact spaces. Their proofs depend on (6.16). Our proof depends only on

the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point theorem for finitepolyhedra and then (6.16) is

our corollary.
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